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PAW Print 3D (PP3D), a wire and arc additive manufacturing (AM) system was developed. 
PP3D comprises three plasma arc welding torches arranged radially around a central wire feed. 
Using three torches was hypothesized to eliminate sensitivity to travel direction. Two deposition 
modes were developed – continuous, which deposited continuous beads, and dabber, which 
deposited discreet “dabs” of material. Dabber was hypothesized to provide favorable 
solidification conditions that would refine the as-deposited grain structure. Three sets of process 
parameters for each deposition mode were developed. Ineffective workpiece melting was 
observed and investigated during process development. Using COMSOL Multiphysics software 
and experimental observations, the ineffective workpiece melting was attributed to inefficient 
convective heat transfer, high applied power density, and low workpiece thermal conductivity. 
308L stainless steel linear wall specimens were deposited using each parameter set. Specimen 
composition, geometry, and microstructure were characterized. Sensitivity to travel direction was 
reduced, but not eliminated with continuous deposition mode because layer thickness depended 
upon deposition direction. No travel directional sensitivity was found with dabber mode. Large 
columnar grains and vertical grain texture were found in dabber mode specimens, indicating that 
the solidification conditions with dabber mode did not significantly refine the as-deposited 
macrostructure. Continuous specimens generally had little vertical grain texture, which may have 
been caused by an atypical weld pool temperature profile associated with the central wire feed. 
Solidification rates and temperature gradients at the solid-liquid interface were approximated 
using COMSOL Multiphysics software. Model results generally agreed with trends in deposited 
metal subgrain size. 
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This dissertation provides a detailed account of the investigation of Plasma Arc Welding 
(PAW) Print 3-Dimensional (PP3D), a wire and arc additive manufacturing technique developed 
at Montana Tech. 
Additive manufacturing (AM) is defined by ASTM International as, “a process of joining 
materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to 
subtractive manufacturing methodologies” [1]. AM has numerous advantages over conventional 
manufacturing methods, including reduced material waste, greater design flexibility, and reduced 
lead time [2]. 
Wire and arc AM techniques use arc welding processes tailored to build a specified 
geometry by depositing sequential layers of weld metal.  
1.1. PP3D Process Fundamentals 
PP3D is a plasma arc welding-based wire and arc additive manufacturing technique. 
Unlike previously researched wire and arc AM techniques, PP3D uses multiple torches and can 
operate in either a continuous arc mode or a pulsed arc “dabber” mode. These unique features are 
intended to eliminate directional sensitivity during deposition and refine the as-deposited 
microstructure. 
PP3D uses three PAW torches arranged around a central wire feeder, shown in Figure 1. 
The torches are spaced radially 120° from one another and pointed inward and downward so the 
three welding arcs and the wire feedstock converge on the component being built, known as the 
workpiece. The torches and wire feeder are affixed to a three-axis computer numeric control 




Figure 1. PP3D torch and wire feeding assembly. 
 
1.2. Research Objectives 
The present work posits two hypotheses.  
• The multiple torch and central wire feeding arrangement eliminates sensitivity to 
travel direction with respect to the torch and wire orientation, compared to 
previously researched techniques.  
• PP3D’s dabber deposition mode deposits material with finer grain structure and 
more favorably oriented grains, compared to PP3D’s continuous deposition mode 
and similar previously researched methods.  
The next sections discuss the significance of these hypotheses. 
 Hypotheses 1: Elimination of Sensitivity to Travel Direction 
Using multiple torches with central wire feeding is intended to eliminate sensitivity to 
deposition travel direction. In conventional welding and wire and arc AM techniques, wire is fed 
3 
into the molten pool at either the weld pool’s leading edge (front-feeding), trailing edge (back-
feeding), or side (side-feeding), shown schematically in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2. Possible wire feeding directions. 
Front feeding (a), back feeding (b), and side feeding (c). Scanning direction is synonymous with travel 
direction [3]. 
 
 Differences in deposit quality and shape have been observed with changing wire feeding 
directions with laser and wire systems [4] [5]. Generally, front- and side-feeding produce 
smoother deposit surfaces than back-feeding. While side-feeding yields smooth deposit surfaces, 
irregularly shaped bead cross sections can result, with more metal deposited on the wire feeding 
side, shown in Figure 3 [4]. 
 
 
Figure 3. Cross-section of Ti-6Al-4V bead deposited by side-feeding laser and wire process. 
Bead is taller on the wire feeding (left) side [4]. 
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While sensitivity to travel direction noted above was found with laser-based processes [3, 
4], arc welding processes that use non-consumable electrodes, such as Gas Tungsten Arc 
Welding (GTAW) and PAW, and AM methods using these processes, also generally require 
reorienting the wire feed relative to the welding torch when travel direction changes [6]. 
Conventional single torch with front-feeding arrangements have been used in previous research 
involving PAW-based AM [2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. In the conventional front-feeding arrangement 
shown in Figure 4, the torch is normal or nearly normal to the substrate and the filler wire feeds 
into the leading edge of the weld pool. 
 
 
Figure 4. Experimental apparatus used by [11]. 
 
 With the conventional arrangement, when the travel direction changes the orientation of 
the torch and wire feeder must also change so wire continues to feed into the leading edge of the 
weld pool. Changing orientation complicates robotic torch manipulator programing [2] and 
requires an additional rotational axis [12]. An example of a welding head incorporating an 





Figure 5. Rotating welding head with PAW torch and wire feeder. 
Head (above) [13] and schematic of its operating principles (below) [12].  
 
Although it is possible to solve the problem of sensitivity to wire feeding direction by 
using more complex robotic systems, process development time and cost increase greatly 
compared to using a simpler three-axis system with a well-developed, mature control system and 
software [12]. Consequently, it is desirable to pursue methods other than multi-axis robotic 
solutions to reduce or eliminate sensitivity to wire feed direction. 
With PP3D, three PAW torches create a molten pool at the convergence of their arcs and 
the wire feeds into the center of the pool. The wire feed is neither ahead nor behind the heat 
source. Instead, the centroid of the wire feed and the centroid of the arc-substrate contact area 
share the same location in the xy-plane, shown in Figure 6. Because the wire enters the pool’s 
center, rather than an edge, it is hypothesized that directional effects are minimized and that 
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changing the orientation of the torches relative to the wire feeder, regardless of travel direction, 
is not needed. 
 
 
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of arcs and wire feed in PP3D. 
Although the arcs and wire are not coaxial, the centroid of the wire feed as it enters the pool and the 
centroid of the arc/substrate contact areas are located at the same position. 
 
1.2.1.1. Simultaneous Use of Multiple PAW Torches 
Because PP3D requires three electric arcs to operate simultaneously and converge at a 
single location, its feasibility depends on whether multiple converging arcs can be used 
effectively. Although multiple-arc welding systems are used commercially, particularly in 
submerged arc welding (SAW) [14], no published literature regarding using multiple PAW 
torches to produce converging arcs was found.  
Although no literature was available regarding the feasibility and practicality of using 
multiple torches in the manner required by PP3D, literature showed that multiple-electrode SAW 
can sometimes be problematic, particularly due to interactions between the arcs and their 
electromagnetic fields [14]. While several solutions exist for these problems in SAW [14], none 
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are applicable to PP3D. Consequently, a portion of the present research investigates the 
feasibility and challenges associated with multiple converging PAW arcs. 
 Hypothesis 2: As-Deposited Microstructure Refinement by Dabber 
Deposition 
In fusion welding processes, competitive grain growth dominates during solidification 
beyond a relatively small initial epitaxial growth region near the fusion boundary [15]. 
Depositing metal with fine equiaxed structure is difficult using conventional welding and wire 
and arc AM processes [6, 15]. Previous wire and arc AM research involving austenitic stainless 
steel has exhibited coarse grain structures characterized by columnar grains that extend through 
multiple deposition layers, such those shown in Figure 7 [16, 17]. The columnar grains are 
oriented with their long axes approximately parallel to one another, which could reasonably be 
expected to cause physical property anisotropy. 
 
 
Figure 7. Macrographs of 308LSi stainless steel wire and arc AM deposit. 
Large columnar grains extend through multiple layers. (a) Vertical plane normal to the travel direction. 
(b) Vertical plane parallel to travel direction [17] 
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 Although the coarse columnar grain structure may be refined by post-deposition heat 
treatment in some materials such as steels, not all materials respond to solid-state heat treatment 
[6]. Materials that do not undergo extensive solid-state material transformations, such as 
austenitic stainless steels, offer limited opportunity to refine the deposited material’s 
microstructure by heat treatment [6]. Their final microstructure is principally controlled by 
conditions prevailing during and immediately following solidification [15, 18].  
 Several techniques, including interpass rolling [10] and arc pulsation [17, 19], have been 
used to refine microstructures of arc and wire additively manufactured metal. PP3D’s unique 
dabber deposition mode, which deposits discreet “dabs” of material, is hypothesized to improve 
grain structure by providing favorable solidification conditions. 
Solidification principles predict that columnar grains grow from and approximately 
normal to the fusion boundary. By depositing discreet, nominally round dabs of metal, the fusion 
boundary of each dab is continuously curved, causing the grain growth direction to vary within 
each dab and to change along fusion boundaries, illustrated in Figure 8. Changing grain growth 




Figure 8. Sequence of overlapping dabs. 
Arrows within dabs indicate predicted grain growth direction. 
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 Leverage Welding Engineering Knowledge to AM 
Because wire and arc AM is fundamentally an arc welding process, studying wire and arc 
AM processes is an exercise in welding engineering. While the practice of welding is well-
developed, the science of welding is much less advanced [20]. Most welding processes have 
been developed empirically, with limited scientific understanding [21]. 
That scientific knowledge of welding and joining is not well-developed is certainly 
understandable, given welding’s complexity and interdisciplinary nature. Eagar [22] states, “The 
complexity of welding is readily apparent when one considers that fusion welding involves 
temperature gradients of thousands of degrees, over distances of less than a centimeter, occurring 
on a time scale of seconds, involving multiple phases of solids, liquids, gases and plasma.” 
Although scientific knowledge of welding is not well developed, decades of welding research 
have produced a large body of imperfect, but useful, knowledge. 
Although much of welding research originally focused on welding as a joining process, 
only minor differences exist between making a multiple-pass weld to join two pieces of wrought 
plate and depositing a specified geometry with multiple layers of weld. A goal of the present 
research was to leverage knowledge of relevant welding physics and metallurgy whenever 
possible. 
 Scoping Project for Future Work 
In addition to previously mentioned research objectives, the present research also serves 
as a scoping project to identify and scientifically analyze challenges associated with PP3D 
operation. Based upon the analysis, informed recommendations for future work are made. 
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2. Background 
2.1. Metal Additive Manufacturing 
AM systems include three basic components: a motion system, a heat source, and a 
feedstock source [2]. For metal fusion AM processes, examples of heat sources include laser 
beams, electron beams, and electric arcs. Metal feedstock is commonly supplied as either powder 
or wire. Numerous feedstock and heat source combinations can be made, with each combination 
having certain advantages and disadvantages for a given application. For example, a tightly-
focused laser combined with powder feedstock is capable of fine geometric resolution but is 
limited in part size and deposition rate and requires more expensive equipment and feedstock 
than other methods [2]. Metal powders are also prone to contamination during processing, 
particularly if they are recycled [11]. Furthermore, while laser-based systems have low heat input 
per linear travel distance, the heat input per unit mass of feedstock melted is higher than with 
wire and arc AM systems [8].  
 Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing 
Compared to a laser and powder system, an electric arc heat source combined with wire 
feedstock produces parts with coarser resolution but at much higher deposition rates to quickly 
and economically produce large components such as the 24 kg external landing gear assembly 
shown in Figure 9 [2]. Wire feedstock is also less expensive and less prone to contamination than 
powder and is not subject to the effects of powder size distribution [11]. The ability to produce 
larger components with a wire and arc process enables significant material waste reductions, 






Figure 9. Ti-6Al-4V external landing gear assembly produced by PAW-based AM [2]. 
 
2.1.1.1. GMAW-based AM Methods 
 Considerable research into gas metal arc welding (GMAW) –based additive 
manufacturing techniques has shown that they can deposit a variety of alloys more rapidly than 
most other metal AM methods [6]. Although most GMAW-based processes deposit relatively 
coarse features, Brush [23] developed a GMAW-based AM system capable of producing fine 
features by depositing single droplets. 
Although GMAW can rapidly produce components from materials such as steel and 
aluminum alloys, arc wandering can occur on titanium alloys. Consequently, gas tungsten arc 
welding (GTAW) and plasma arc welding (PAW) are preferred for titanium AM [2]. 
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2.1.1.2. GTAW-based AM Methods 
Unlike GMAW, GTAW offers the ability to independently control heat input and filler 
metal addition, which adds an additional dimension of control to the process. GTAW’s 
deposition rate is generally lower than GMAW [15], making it less favorable than GMAW in 
some cases. 
However, GTAW is sometimes better suited for depositing titanium alloys because arc 
instability caused by wandering cathode spots on titanium electrodes can interfere with metal 
transfer in conventional GMAW, which is normally operated using direct current electrode 
positive polarity [24, 25]. In GTAW-based AM methods, the cathode is most commonly the 
tungsten electrode, so difficulties associated with wandering cathode spots on titanium are 
avoided. Because of its expense and machining difficulty, titanium, especially Ti-6Al-4V alloy, 
is of strong interest in AM [11]. 
GTAW has also been used to deposit intermetallic compounds, including iron-aluminum 
[26], titanium-nickel, iron-titanium, and nickel-aluminum [27] intermetallic compounds. Such 
materials are useful for their low densities, oxidation resistance, and mechanical properties, 
particularly at elevated temperatures. To produce the intermetallic compounds, alloying has been 
accomplished in situ using multiple wire feeds (e.g. simultaneously feeding an aluminum and a 
titanium wire) [26, 27]. 
2.1.1.3. PAW-based AM Methods 
Like GTAW, plasma arc welding (PAW) can independently vary heat input and filler 
metal addition and avoid arc instabilities caused by wandering cathode spots. Unlike GTAW, 
PAW uses a constricted arc that provides higher arc power density and permits higher travel 
speeds than other arc welding processes. However, researchers have reported that the maximum 
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Figure 10. Cylindrical Ti-6Al-4V specimen with humping visible on the top edge [7]. 
 
As with GTAW, much of additive manufacturing research using PAW has been directed 
toward depositing titanium alloys, especially Ti-6Al-4V [7, 10, 11]. PAW-based additive 
manufacturing has also been used to deposit mild steel [28], tool steel [8], and nickel alloys [9]. 
Norsk Titanium has developed Rapid Plasma Deposition™ (RPD™), a Federal Aviation 
Administration- (FAA-) approved AM process that can significantly reduce material waste. RPD 
can produce components directly or be used in conjunction with machining or forging. When 
used with forging, RPD can either add material to a forged substrate or produce a preform that is 
subsequently forged to final shape. Although RPD’s™ primary use is in depositing titanium, 
other metals such as nickel alloys, tool steels, and stainless steels can be deposited [29]. 
2.1.1.4. Conclusions 
Wire and arc AM systems, including PAW-based AM systems, have been shown to be 
useful for fabricating large parts. Benefits of wire and arc AM methods include high deposition 
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rates, inexpensive equipment and feedstock, and the ability to build walls as thin as 2mm in a 
variety of materials [8, 11, 23] 
Although a significant amount of work has been done to resolve process related issues 
and study the microstructure and mechanical properties of deposited metal, numerous 
opportunities remain to optimize PAW-based AM for more widespread commercial use. 
2.2. Plasma Arc Welding 
PAW is a fusion welding process that uses an electric arc to melt the base metal and, if 
present, the filler metal to cause coalescence. It was chosen as the heat source for the present 
work because of its balance between power density and capital expense and the ability to aim its 
constricted arcs. PAW uses much less expensive equipment than laser beam welding [11] and, 
unlike other arc welding processes, uses a constricted arc to deliver power density on the order of 
108-1010 W/m2, which is similar to the power density in laser beam welding [30].  
Like gas tungsten arc welding, PAW uses a nonconsumable tungsten electrode in the 
welding torch. Unlike GTAW, PAW also uses an inner constricting nozzle, shown in Figure 11, 
to direct orifice gas and focus the arc into a narrow column. With the electrode entirely contained 
by the constricting nozzle, noncontact arc starting is required in PAW, which is usually 
accomplished with a high-frequency arc starter that initiates a low-current pilot arc between the 
tungsten electrode and the constricting nozzle. After the pilot arc is established, ions flow from 




Figure 11. Schematic comparison of GTAW (a) and PAW (b) [30] 
 
Orifice gas flows through the inner nozzle and out of the orifice at a low flow rate, 
causing the arc to be nearly columnar, in contrast to the arc in GTAW, which is approximately 
conical [14]. The constricted arc in PAW gives higher energy density and higher arc heat 
content, indicated by the temperature distributions in Figure 12. Higher energy density allows 




Figure 12. Temperature distribution in non-constricted and constricted arcs [14]. 
 
Because the constricted arc is nearly columnar, the power density and the contact area 
between the arc and the workpiece are not strongly influenced by variations in arc length [14]. 
Power density of the conical arc associated with GTAW, by comparison, is approximately 
inversely proportional to the square of arc length [14]. 
Constricted arcs in PAW are more directionally stable than arcs from other arc welding 
processes, including GTAW. Non-constricted arcs are sensitive to weak magnetic fields and take 
the path of least electrical resistance back to the power source. Constricted arcs are stiffer and 
tend to follow the direction of the constricting nozzle [14]. High arc stiffness enables effective 
aiming of the arcs, making PAW an ideal choice for PP3D. 
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2.3. General Welding Metallurgy 
Arc welding processes used for wire and arc AM techniques are fusion welding processes 
and achieve material coalescence through local melting and subsequent solidification. 
Metallurgical phenomena during solidification determine the as-solidified microstructural 
morphology, grain size, and grain orientation. Solid-state transformations either immediately 
following solidification or during reheating, either in heat treatment or while depositing 
additional layers in AM, can change the as-solidified microstructure. Consequently, the final 
microstructure is produced by a complex set of phenomena that are controlled by the process 
conditions. Applying welding metallurgy concepts to wire and arc additive manufacturing helps 
explain how conditions during and after deposition influence the final microstructure. 
 Alloy Fusion Weld Zones 
 To describe phenomena in alloy fusion welds, the weld may be divided into five zones, 
characterized by their respective phases and physical characteristics. The five fusion weld zones 
are shown schematically in Figure 13 and are described in ensuing sections.  
 
 
Figure 13. Weld zones in binary alloy with composition Co, part of a eutectic system. 
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 Fusion Zone 
A weld’s fusion zone comprises two sub-zones—mixed liquid and unmixed liquid. 
Figure 13 shows most of the fusion zone as mixed liquid and the unmixed liquid as a narrow 
region separating the mixed liquid from the partially melted zone. 
The mixed liquid is contains no solid and is above the alloy’s liquidus temperature. 
Forces including buoyancy, surface tension, electromagnetic Lorentz force, and shear stress from 
impinging arc plasma drive mixing in the molten weld pool [15] [30]. Although these forces 
effectively homogenize most of the fusion zone, fluid velocity near the fusion zone and partially 
melted zone boundary is low, reducing mixing effectiveness and causing the narrow unmixed 
zone [15]. 
2.3.2.1. Partially Melted Zone 
The temperature in the partially melted zone (PMZ) ranges from the alloy’s solidus 
temperature to its liquidus temperature and the PMZ contains both solid and liquid metal during 
welding. Solid grains existing within the partially melted zone act as nucleation sites during 
solidification [15]. 
2.3.2.2. Heat Affected Zone 
Peak temperature during welding does not exceed the solidus temperature of the material 
in the heat affected zone (HAZ) but reaches an elevated temperature where solid-state 
phenomena such as tempering, recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth may cause a change 
in microstructure. Changes in microstructure in the HAZ can affect mechanical properties [15]. 
In multiple pass welds and additive manufacturing, the fusion and partially melted zones of 
previously deposited layers may be the HAZ of subsequent layers. 
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2.3.2.3. Unaffected Base Metal 
Unaffected base metal remains at a sufficiently low temperature during welding and do 
not undergo significant changes and retains its pre-weld characteristics. 
 Alloy Solidification 
Because fusion welding processes produce liquid phases in the fusion and partially 
melted zones, solidification plays an important role in the evolution of the as-deposited 
microstructure. 
For an alloy such as austenitic stainless steel to solidify, the melt must cool below the 
alloy’s liquidus temperature, solid must nucleate, the latent heat of fusion must dissipate, and 
solute must distribute among the coexisting solid and liquid phases at the solid-liquid interface. 
Alloy solidification can be considered in terms of thermodynamics, heat transfer, and mass 
transfer [30]. 
2.3.3.1. Thermodynamics of Alloy Solidification 
For solidification to begin, solid must nucleate within the liquid pool. Nucleation may be 
either homogenous or heterogeneous, but is most often heterogeneous in fusion welding 
processes because of thermodynamic considerations [15]. 
 Homogenous Nucleation 
Homogenous nucleation is the formation of a new phase uniformly throughout the bulk 
of its parent phase [31]. In the case of homogenous nucleation in solidification, solid grains, or 
crystals, form uniformly throughout the liquid. When a new solid crystal forms, a new solid-
liquid interface is created and some surface energy is associated with that interface. If the new 
solid crystal is spherical, the surface free energy change is approximated by Equation 1 [31]. 
∆𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 4𝜋𝜋𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐2 1 
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where ∆𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the surface free energy change, 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 is the surface tension between the liquid and 
crystal, and 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 is the spherical crystal’s radius. 
 Equation 1 assumes that the surface free energy is equal to the surface tension between 
the liquid and crystal, which is true for pure metals, but only an approximation for alloys [31]. 
The error associated with assuming equal surface tension and surface free energy will be ignored 
for the present discussion. 
Although Equation 1 is not strictly correct for alloys, it reveals that ∆𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is positive 
because all realistic values of 𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 and 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 are positive. Consequently, ∆𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is an energy barrier 
to homogenous nucleation and solidification [31]. Homogenous nucleation is unlikely to occur if 
a more energetically favorable nucleation method is possible. 
 Heterogeneous Nucleation 
Heterogeneous nucleation, the nucleation on an existing interface, can reduce the net 
surface energy change compared to homogenous nucleation, making heterogeneous nucleation 
more energetically favorable than homogenous nucleation [31]. 
Several different preexisting solids present in the weld pool, shown in Figure 14, provide 
heterogeneous nucleation sites throughout the pool. 
 
 
Figure 14. Preexisting solids in weld pools [15]. 
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 Although solids may exist throughout the weld pool, heterogeneous nucleation occurs 
most easily on grains at the pool’s outer boundary because of its relatively low temperature and 
numerous preexisting solid-liquid interfaces. Heterogeneous nucleation on grains at the pool’s 
outer boundary provides for epitaxial growth, shown schematically in Figure 15.  
 
 
Figure 15. Schematic diagram of epitaxial nucleation and growth [32]. 
  
 Epitaxial growth is more energetically favorable than other nucleation mechanisms 
because the positive surface energy barriers are eliminated. Figure 16 shows a hemi-spherical 
crystal nucleating on a planar interface. In Figure 16, the contact angle 𝜃𝜃 is determined by the 





Figure 16. Spherical crystal nucleating on planar substrate [15]. 
 
 Although a real nucleating crystal may not have the simple geometry shown in Figure 16, 
the geometry shown is useful for approximating the energy barrier to nucleation ΔG given by 
Equation 2 [33]. 
 
∆𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 4𝜋𝜋𝛾𝛾𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿3 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚23(∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚∆𝑇𝑇)2 (2 − 3 cos 𝜃𝜃 + cos3 𝜃𝜃) 2 
  
where 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 is the equilibrium melting temperature, 𝛥𝛥𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 is the latent heat of fusion, and 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇 is 
𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇, where 𝑇𝑇 is the liquid temperature. 
 In fusion welding, liquid completely wets the grains at the solid-liquid interface and θ is 
equal to zero. Consequently, 𝛥𝛥𝐺𝐺 is also zero, meaning that atoms from the liquid will join the 
substrate grains without difficulty or significant undercooling in the liquid [15]. 
In Figure 15, the solid substrate’s grains are marked with their <100> crystallographic 
directions and the solidification growth from each grain proceeds along this direction. The 
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<100> direction is an “easy growth” direction in both body-centered-cubic and face-centered-
cubic metals. “Easy growth” directions are so named because solidification proceeds most 
efficiently along these directions [32]. 
2.3.3.2. Heat Transfer in Alloy Solidification 
Although thermodynamic considerations cause epitaxial growth near the fusion 
boundary, heat transfer considerations begin to dominate solidification farther from the 
boundary. Although it is energetically favorable for grains to grow along their easy growth 
directions, the spatial temperature gradient near the solid-liquid interface also influences 
solidification rate and grain growth. Grain growth occurs most rapidly if a grain’s easy growth 
direction aligns with the direction of maximum temperature gradient. Grains oriented with their 
easy growth direction parallel to the maximum temperature gradient will grow rapidly and 
obstruct less favorably oriented grains, which is known as competitive growth and shown in 
Figure 17 [15].  
 
 
Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the epitaxial to competitive growth transition [15]. 
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As shown Figure 17, the growth direction and maximum temperature gradient are 
perpendicular to the weld pool boundary [15]. The combination of epitaxial and competitive 
growth produces coarse grains and grain orientations that can persist over long distances and 
through multiple layers of deposition. 
2.3.3.3. Mass Transfer in Alloy Solidification 
Alloy solidification may be divided into two broad categories based upon mass transfer 
characteristics: equilibrium solidification and nonequilibrium solidification. The primary 
distinction between equilibrium and nonequilibrium alloy solidification is the degree of solute 
redistribution, which is largely controlled by diffusion.  
 Although simpler than the multi-dimensional solidification that occurs in fusion welding 
processes, an examination of solute redistribution in one-dimensional planar solidification is 
useful. Figure 18 shows an experimental apparatus used for one-dimensional directional 
solidification studies. A stationary container of metal is at the bottom and a movable assembly 
with a water cooler and furnace are at top. The combination of the cooler and the furnace cause 
liquid to exist above the solid. The solid-liquid interface moves as the water cooler and furnace 
assembly move upward or downward. The growth rate R at which liquid solidifies is controlled 
by adjusting the upward velocity of the cooler and furnace assembly. The temperature gradient G 




Figure 18. One-dimensional directional solidification experiment [15]. 
 
 While pure metals melt and solidify at a single discreet temperature, most metal alloys 
solidify over a temperature range, over which both solid and liquid phases are 
thermodynamically stable. 
 Binary Eutectic Alloy Solidification 
 Although commercial alloys may contain more than two components and may involve 
invariant reactions other than eutectic, alloy solidification will be discussed in terms of the 





Figure 19. Partial hypothetical binary eutectic phase diagram. 
Phases shown are solids S and S1 and liquid L. 
 
 An isopleth with composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 is plotted in Figure 19. If a melt with composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 is 
cooled just below the liquidus temperature, 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿, solid S with composition 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 will begin to 
nucleate, where 𝑘𝑘 is the equilibrium partition ratio, found by Equation 3. 
𝑘𝑘 = 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿
 3  
  
where 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 and 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿are the compositions of the solid and liquid, respectively, at some temperature 𝑇𝑇 
within the two-phase region. 𝑘𝑘 is constant through the solidification temperature range if the 
solidus and liquidus lines are assumed to be straight lines [15, 32]. For the alloy with bulk 
composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 in Figure 19, 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 is always less than 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 so k is less than unity. 
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2.3.3.3.1.1. Equilibrium Solidification 
If the alloy in Figure 19 solidifies under equilibrium conditions, the compositions of the 
solid and liquid track the solidus and liquidus lines, respectively. Consequently, as solidification 
proceeds, 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 and 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 increase until 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜, when 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 is reached. 
Equilibrium solidification requires low solidification rates so that diffusion can eliminate 
compositional gradients within each phase. In the case of the alloy in Figure 19, complete 
diffusion would yield a single homogenous liquid L and homogenous solids S and S1 upon 
complete solidification.  
 To determine whether complete diffusion will occur, the diffusion distance is 
approximated by the product of the diffusion coefficient and the diffusion time. Equation 4 must 




where 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 is the diffusion coefficient of a given solute in the molten alloy, 𝑡𝑡 is the time available 
for diffusion, and 𝑙𝑙𝐿𝐿 is the initial length of the liquid. 
 Similarly, for compositional gradients in solid material to be eliminated by diffusion, 




where 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 is the diffusion coefficient of a given solute in the solid material, 𝑡𝑡 is the time available 
for diffusion, and 𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆 is the initial length of the solid. 
 Nonequilibrium Solidification 
With rapid solidification rates typical of arc welding processes, the available diffusion 
time is short and diffusion cannot fully eliminate compositional gradients. Consequently, 
equilibrium solidification cannot occur. Nonequilibrium solidification in casting and welding has 
been well studied [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] and is summarized below. 
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In the liquid phase, diffusion is more rapid than in the solid phase and mechanical mixing 
can occur. The combination of diffusion and mixing may reduce or eliminate compositional 
gradients in the liquid, while compositional gradients are likely to remain in the solid [15].  
Given the preceding, three cases of solidification are possible: 
• Case I, which is equilibrium solidification according to the phase diagram, 
discussed above; 
• Case II, which is nonequilibrium solidification with no solid-state diffusion and 
complete liquid homogenization by diffusion and mixing; 
• Case III, which is nonequilibrium solidification with no solid-state diffusion and 
only limited liquid diffusion [15].  
2.3.3.3.2.1. Case II Nonequilibrium Solidification 
Complete mixing and diffusion in the liquid combined with negligible diffusion in the 
solid cause significant solute redistribution according to the Scheil equations, Equations 6 and 7 
[15]. 
𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜(1 − 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠)𝑘𝑘−1 6 
  
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿𝑘𝑘−1 7 
  
where 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 is bulk composition, 𝑘𝑘 is the equilibrium partition coefficient, 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 and 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 are the 
compositions of the solid and liquid, respectively, and 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 and 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆 are the fractions of liquid and 
solid. 
 The Scheil equations show that 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 and 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 depend on the extent of solidification, indicated 
by 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 and 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆. Because the container of alloy in Figure 18 has a uniform cross section, 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆 and 𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿 
are directly related to the solid-liquid interface’s location in the container. 
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 With negligible diffusion in the solid, the solid’s composition varies with position within 
the solid. 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 is the solid’s composition at the solid-liquid interface for a given 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆 and not the 
average composition of the solid. Because the liquid is homogenized by mixing and diffusion, its 
composition is 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 regardless of position within the liquid. 
 Figure 20 shows that the first solid to form will have composition 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜, which is depleted 
in solute if 𝑘𝑘 < 1. With no diffusion in the solid, the solid’s compositional gradients are not 
eliminated and the solid retains its as-solidified composition at any given location. Conversely, 
with complete mixing and diffusion in the liquid, a single homogenous liquid exists throughout 
solidification, also shown in Figure 20 [15, 32]. 
 
 
Figure 20. Solute segregation during one-dimensional solidification. 
With no solid diffusion and complete liquid diffusion and mixing (a)  immediately after solidification starts, 
(b) approximately halfway through solidification, and (c) at the terminal stage of solidification [32]. 
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 If the first solid to form is poorer in solute than the alloy’s bulk composition, the liquid 
becomes enriched in solute during solidification to conserve mass. Liquid enrichment is apparent 
in Figure 20b, where 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 is substantially higher than 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜. Because 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 is larger than 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜, 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 will also 
rise to maintain local equilibrium at the solid-liquid interface, also shown in Figure 20(b) and (c) 
[15] [32]. 
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 and 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 will continue to rise until 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 reaches the eutectic composition 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 and 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 
reaches solid S’s solubility limit 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆, as shown in Figure 20. For further solidification to 
occur, the liquid must go through the eutectic reaction and form solids S and S1 simultaneously 
[32]. 
The main product of Case II solidification of the hypothetical alloy is solid S with 
composition varying between 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 and 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆. Some amount of solid S1 will also be formed 
during the eutectic reaction at the terminal stages of solidification [32]. 
2.3.3.3.2.2. Case III Nonequilibrium Solidification 
Because Case III nonequilibrium solidification involves incomplete diffusion in the liquid 
phase, a solute-rich boundary layer is expected to form ahead of the solidification front when 




Figure 21. Solute segregation during solidification with no solid and limited liquid diffusion [32]. 
 
Like equilibrium and Case II nonequilibrium solidification, the first solid formed has 
composition 𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜. 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆 increases until the steady-state condition shown in Figure 21 is attained. 
The steady-state period begins when the alloy’s solidus temperature is reached. Local 
equilibrium exists at the solid-liquid interface between the solid with composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 and liquid 
with composition 𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜
𝑘𝑘
, which is consistent with the alloy’s phase diagram (Figure 19). Solid 
formed during the steady-state period has the alloy’s bulk composition, 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜. 
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Although the solid formed during the steady-state period is constant, the composition 
profiles in the initial transient, solute-rich boundary layer, and final transient are more complex 
[32]. Flemings [38] proposed Equations 8 and 9 to approximate the solute concentration profile 
of the solid in the initial transient and the liquid in the solute-rich boundary layer, respectively. 
𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 �1 − (1 − 𝑘𝑘)exp �−𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 �� 8 
  
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 �1 + �1 − 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 � exp �−𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘′𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 �� 9 
  
Where 𝑘𝑘 is the distance from the beginning of solidification, 𝑘𝑘′ is the distance from the solid-
liquid interface, 𝑘𝑘 is the equilibrium partition coefficient, 𝑘𝑘 is the solidification growth rate, and 
𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿 is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the liquid. 
Characteristic lengths for the initial transient (𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐) and solute-rich boundary layer (𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐′ ) are 
defined in terms of 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿, 𝑘𝑘, and 𝑘𝑘 in Equations 10 and 11 [32]. 







Figure 21 shows that the initial transient is complete when the solid composition 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 
approaches the bulk composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜. From Equations 8 and 10, it can be determined that if 𝑘𝑘 >5𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐, 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 will be within 1% of 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 for all values of 𝑘𝑘 less than 1. Similarly, if 𝑘𝑘′ > 5𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐′ , 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 will be 
within a few percent of 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 for most values of 𝑘𝑘 less than 1. Consequently, Figure 21 defines the 
width of the initial transient and solute-rich boundary layer as five characteristic distances [32]. 
The final transient begins when the solute-rich boundary layer is the only remaining 
liquid. The width of the final transient is equal to the width of the solute-rich boundary layer 
[15], which is generally a few microns [32]. As the solute-rich boundary layer solidifies, any 
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solute rejected into the remaining liquid causes the solute concentration to rise quickly [15, 32]. 
If the alloy is a eutectic system, such as in Figure 19, eutectic liquid will form at some point 
during the final transient. Upon solidification, the terminal eutectic liquid will form its eutectic 
solids [32]. 
Case III nonequilibrium solidification produces mostly solid S with composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜, 
although compositional gradients exist in both transient regions and solid S1 is present in 
combination with solid S in the final transient region [32]. 
2.3.3.3.2.3. Planar Interface Breakdown in Nonequilibrium 
Solidification 
The one-dimensional solidification experiment in Figure 18 and its nonequilibrium 
results shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 show a planar solid-liquid interface. While planar 
interfaces are stable under some circumstances, conditions in welding commonly produce non-
planar interfaces [15, 32]. Constitutional supercooling was proposed by Chalmers as a 
mechanism to explain the planar interface breakdown [34] and has been experimentally shown to 
approximate the conditions that cause the breakdown of a planar solidification front [15, 32]. 
 Constitutional supercooling involves liquid existing below its liquidus temperature ahead 
of the solidification front and is caused by compositional gradients that result from solute 
redistribution during nonequilibrium solidification.  
 The top plot in Figure 22 shows the composition as a function of position, with a solute-
rich boundary layer ahead of solid with composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜, characteristic of Case III nonequilibrium 
solidification. The bottom plot shows 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎, the actual temperature profile in the liquid, the 
slope of which is the temperature gradient 𝐺𝐺 in the liquid. The bottom plot also shows the alloy’s 
liquidus temperature, which varies with changing solute concentration as a function of position. 
Ahead of the solid-liquid interface, in the solute-rich boundary layer, 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 falls below the 
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alloy’s local liquidus temperature, which makes some amount of solid thermodynamically 
favorable ahead of the planar solid-liquid interface and causes instability at the interface [34]. 
 
 
Figure 22. Constitutional supercooling for Case III nonequilibrium solidification for k<1. 
Top: Composition is plotted as a function of position. Bottom: Temperature gradient in liquid (Gactual), 
alloy liquidus temperature as a function of temperature, and critical temperature gradient (Gcritical) to 
avoid constitutional supercooling [32]. 
 
 To avoid constitutional supercooling, the temperature gradient in the liquid must be 
steeper than some critical value, which depends on solidification rate, 𝑘𝑘, the equilibrium freezing 
range for bulk composition 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜, 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜, and the solute’s diffusion coefficient in the liquid, 𝐷𝐷𝐿𝐿. 
Equation 12 approximates the condition required to avoid constitutional supercooling and planar 







If Equation 12 is not met, the planar solid-liquid interface will break down and the 
solidification structure will not be planar. The exact solidification structure morphology depends 
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on the degree of supercooling [15, 32, 39]. The influence of constitutional supercooling on 
solidification structure morphology is shown in Figure 23. Although the planar-to-cellular 
transition can be simply approximated by Equation 12, no simple theories predict the cellular-to-
columnar dendritic or columnar-to-equiaxed dendritic transitions [15]. 
 
 
Figure 23. Effect of the degree of constitutional supercooling on solidification structure morphology. 
(a) No constitutional supercooling and planar solidification. (b) Slight constitutional supercooling and 
cellular solidification. (c) Moderate constitutional supercooling and columnar dendritic solidification. (d) 
High constitutional supercooling and equiaxed solidification [15]. 
 
Because the degree of constitutional supercooling predicts the solidification structure 
morphology and the degree of supercooling is predicted by 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
, Figure 24 can be used to 




Figure 24. Effect of temperature gradient and growth rate on microstructure size and morphology [15]. 
 
While the quotient of the temperature gradient and solidification rate determine the 
solidification structure morphology, the product of 𝐺𝐺 and 𝑘𝑘 determines the size of the 
solidification structure [15, 36], also shown in Figure 24. Because weld solidification is rarely 
planar and is normally cellular to dendritic, the solidification structure size can be quantified by 
measuring either the dendrite or cell spacing, depending on which grain morphology is present 
[39, 41]. 
 Summary of Weld Solidification 
Several useful points can be taken from the preceding discussion of weld solidification. 
First, epitaxial growth is generally the dominant nucleation mechanism in fusion welding and 
yields continuous grain boundaries across fusion boundaries. Second, the direction of maximum 
thermal gradient and crystallographic easy growth directions cause competitive growth. Third, 
equilibrium solidification is unlikely because of rapid cooling rates and short times available for 
diffusion. Fourth, solute segregation during nonequilibrium solidification, in conjunction with 
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the temperature gradient 𝐺𝐺 just ahead of the solid-liquid interface and the solidification rate 𝑘𝑘, 
influences the solidification structure morphology. Fifth, 𝐺𝐺 and 𝑘𝑘 also influence the 
solidification structure size scale. These concepts will be applied to present an overall picture of 
weld solidification at a macroscopic and microscopic level.  
2.3.4.1. Macroscopic Weld Solidification 
In a continuous weld bead, where the heat source and pool are in continuous motion, the 
temperature gradient and solidification rate vary with location around the molten pool, as shown 
in Figure 25.  
 
 
Figure 25. Solidification rate and temperature gradient GL as a function of position around weld pool. 
For oblong (top) and teardrop (below) pools, temperature gradient GL is greatest at the outer edge of the 
weld pool and least at the weld centerline, while solidification rate RS is greatest at the centerline and least 




The maximum solidification rate and temperature gradient vectors lie normal to one 
another, with the maximum solidification rate in the welding direction at the centerline of the 
weld and the maximum temperature gradient normal to the welding direction at the fusion line. 
[32]. 
Figure 26 shows that the maximum solidification rate is equal to the welding travel 
velocity Vw at the weld centerline, if the molten pool is neither growing nor shrinking. At other 
locations along the molten pool’s perimeter, the solidification rate may be found by R=Vw cos θ, 
where θ is the angle between the solidification vector Rθ and the travel velocity vector Vw At any 
point on the weld pool perimeter, Rθ is approximately normal to the solid-liquid interface [32]. 
 
 
Figure 26. Relation between travel velocity and solidification rate as a function of position at the molten 
pool perimeter [32]. 
 
 
Because both the temperature gradient and solidification rate vary substantially with 





Figure 27. Weld metal morphologies as a function of position, solidification rate R, and temperature 
gradient GL [32]. 
 
 Macroscopic solidification occurs along the trailing edge of a moving weld pool and 
along solidification grain boundaries (SGBs). Although the solidification front is not normally 
planar at the microscopic level, the front is approximated as a plane at the macroscopic level 
[32]. The one-dimensional directional solidification experiment shown in Figure 18 can be used 
to consider macroscopic solidification. Because of the relatively large diffusion distances at the 
macroscopic level, liquid diffusion and mixing are considered to be limited or restricted, causing 
macroscopic solidification to approximate Case III nonequilibrium solidification [32]. 
When two solidification grains grow towards one another, as shown in Figure 28, two 
solute-rich boundary layers collide and form a highly solute-enriched region along the boundary. 
The composition of terminal liquid on grain boundaries may differ substantially from the bulk 




Figure 28. Compositional profiles along solidification grain boundaries during weld solidification [32]. 
 
 Microscopic Solidification 
In microscopic solidification, which occurs along solidification subgrain boundaries 
(SSGBs) such as those seen in Figure 29, the liquid is considered completely mixed by diffusion 
because diffusion distances are short and diffusion is more rapid in the liquid than in the solid, 
which has negligible diffusion during solidification. With little diffusion in the solid and 
complete homogenization of the liquid, Case II nonequilibrium solidification occurs, causing the 
terminal liquid along the SSGBs to differ from the bulk composition. Secondary phases may 




Figure 29. Solidification grain boundaries (SGB’s), solidification subgrain boundaries (SSGB’s), and 
migrated grain boundaries. 
In weld metal with columnar dendritic morphology [32]. 
 
2.4. Austenitic Stainless Steel Welding Metallurgy 
 Data from a significant amount of welding research pertaining to austenitic stainless 
steels provide useful insights for AM applications. Austenitic stainless steel’s welding 
metallurgy will be addressed in three subtopics: solidification phenomena, solid-state phenomena 
occurring immediately following solidification, and solid-state phenomena that occur upon 
reheating deposited metal. Because 308L stainless steel is used in the present research, it will be 
discussed whenever possible. 
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Austenitic stainless steels comprise three main elements: iron, chromium, and nickel. The 
iron-chromium-nickel ternary phase diagrams in Figure 30 provide the basis for austenitic 
stainless steel welding metallurgy.  
 
 
Figure 30. Iron-chromium-nickel ternary phase diagram 
Liquidus surface (a) and solidus surface (b) [15]. 
 
A pseudobinary phase diagram can be constructed using the liquidus and the solidus 
surfaces from the iron-chromium-nickel phase diagram, if one element’s concentration is fixed. 
Figure 31 shows three pseudobinary phase diagrams with different fixed iron concentrations. 
 
 
Figure 31. Pseudobinary Fe-Cr-Ni phase diagrams. 
With 55- (a), 63- (b), and 73-weight percent Fe [43]. 
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 Austenitic Stainless Steel Solidification 
Depending on its composition, austenitic stainless steel may solidify as either primary 
austenite (γ) or primary ferrite (δ), which can be inferred from the pseudobinary phase diagrams 
in Figure 31.  
Although Figure 31 is limited to iron, chromium, and nickel, most commercial stainless 
steel alloys contain additional alloying elements such as manganese, molybdenum, carbon, and 
nitrogen. Stainless steel composition is commonly simplified by using chromium and nickel 
equivalents. Various formulae to calculate chromium and nickel equivalents exist, including 
those used in the Welding Research Council-1992 (WRC-1992) diagram, shown in Equations 13 
and 14 [18]. 
𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 0.7𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 13 
  
where 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the chromium equivalent and 𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, and 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 are the chromium, molybdenum, 
and niobium contents in weight percent.  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 35𝐶𝐶 + 20𝑁𝑁 + 0.25𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 14 
  
where 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the nickel equivalent and 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁, 𝐶𝐶, 𝑁𝑁, and 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 are the nickel, carbon, nitrogen, and 
copper contents in weight percent.  
 Figure 32, a pseudobinary phase diagram that uses the ratio of chromium and nickel 
equivalents, can be used to qualitatively discuss stainless steel solidification and post-
solidification behavior. 
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Figure 32. Pseudobinary Fe-Cr-Ni phase diagram with Fe fixed at arbitrary concentration. 
Chromium and nickel equivalents, per the WRC-1992 definitions, are used [18]. 
 
2.4.1.1. Primary Austenite Solidification 
According to Figure 32, austenite will be the primary solidification phase when the 
composition lies to the left of the liquid-plus-austenite-plus-ferrite (L+γ+δ) phase field’s upper 
vertex. When primary austenite solidification occurs, solidification may proceed as entirely 
austenite (Type A) or as austenite with eutectic ferrite on solidification subgrain boundaries 
(Type AF), also shown in Figure 32. 
Primary austenite solidification modes are usually not considered desirable in welding 
because solidification cracking is more likely than with primary ferrite solidification modes, 
especially when the alloy contains significant concentrations of impurities such as sulfur and 
phosphorus [15, 18, 44]. 
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 Type A Solidification 
When the alloy composition falls to the left of the L+γ+δ phase field in Figure 32, 
solidification as primary austenite is thermodynamically favored. Because austenite formed 
during solidification is stable to room temperature, no post-solidification transformations occur 
and solidification structures persist following cooling. Metal solidified as Type A shows well-
defined solidification structures, such as the cellular structures in Figure 33 [18]. 
 
 
Figure 33. Cellular solidification structures. 
Structures are present and clearly visible at room temperature following Type A solidification in austenitic 
stainless steel [18]. 
 
 Type AF Solidification 
Type AF solidification is thermodynamically favored when the alloy’s 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 falls between 
the lower left vertex and the upper vertex of the L+γ+δ phase field in Figure 32. Austenite is the 
first crystal to form from the liquid, followed by some eutectic ferrite forming at SGBs and 








Because solid-state diffusion in the austenite is negligible, there is no significant change 
in the austenite composition following solidification. Consequently, ferrite-stabilizing elements 
rejected into the remaining liquid during solidification are not able to back-diffuse into the 
solidified austenite to any appreciable degree. Ferrite that formed at the terminal stages of 
solidification is enriched in ferrite-stabilizing elements and is stable as ferrite to room 
temperature [18]. Ferrite is visible on SSGBs in Figure 35. 
 
 
Figure 35. Austenitic (light) cellular and cellular dendritic solidification structures. 
Structures are present and clearly visible, along with ferrite (dark) on SSGBs at room temperature, 
following Type AF solidification in austenitic stainless steel [18]. 
 
2.4.1.2. Primary Ferrite Solidification 
Primary ferrite solidification occurs when the alloy’s 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 falls to the right of the L+γ+δ 
phase field’s upper vertex in Figure 32. If some austenite forms during the terminal stages of 
solidification, Type FA solidification occurs, but if only ferrite forms during solidification, Type 
F solidification occurs. Type F solidification is rare in austenitic stainless steel welds [18] and 
will not be considered here.  
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 Type FA Solidification 
 Type FA solidification is thermodynamically favored when the alloy’s 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 falls just to 
the right of the L+γ+δ phase field’s upper vertex. Ferrite is the first solid phase to form and 
austenite forms at the terminal stages of solidification on SGBs and SSGBs via a peritectic-
eutectic reaction [18]. 
 As the weld metal cools following solidification, ferrite is less thermodynamically 
favored and austenite forms at the expense of ferrite through a solid-state phase transformation. 
Although much of the ferrite transforms to austenite, cell and dendrite cores are enriched in 
ferrite-formers as a result of segregation during solidification and may remain stable as ferrite to 
room temperature, resulting in ferrite “skeletons” in an austenitic matrix. Alternately, lathy 
ferrite morphology may form from the ferrite-to-austenite transformation [15, 45, 46, 47]. 
Skeletal and lathy ferrite morphologies in austenite matrices are shown schematically in Figure 



















Solid-state transformations following Type FA solidification can produce other ferrite 
morphologies including acicular and globular, shown in Figure 39, along with the previously 
mentioned skeletal and lathy morphologies. Unlike skeletal and lathy morphologies, acicular and 
globular ferrite morphologies are not continuous, have no dominant directionality, and do not 
reflect the as-solidified structure morphology [48]. 
 
 
Figure 39. Ferrite morphologies in austenite matrices. 
Skeletal (A), lathy (B), acicular (C), and globular (D) [48]. 
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2.4.1.3. Effect of Solidification Rate on Solidification Mode 
While the preceding discussion focuses on the thermodynamic case for the various 
austenitic stainless steel solidification modes, solidification rate also influences the solidification 
mode. Elmer et al. [49] studied the influence of travel speed, which controls solidification rate, 
on the microstructure in electron beam stainless steel welds. Lippold [50] later proposed Figure 




Figure 40. Proposed effect of solidification rate and composition on stainless steel solidification mode [50]. 
Chromium and nickel equivalents are calculated in accordance with the WRC-1992 diagram. 
A=Austenite, F=Ferrite, M=Martensite 
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 Solid-state Phenomena on Reheating 
2.4.2.1. Ferrite Decomposition 
While ferrite is beneficial during solidification because the solidification cracking 
tendency is less with ferrite than with austenite, austenite has better toughness and corrosion 
resistance in the final microstructure [18]. Consequently, the solid-state phase change from δ-
ferrite to austenite is desirable. While the equilibrium phase diagram predicts a full 
transformation to austenite upon cooling for many austenitic stainless steels, the cooling rate in 
welding is too high for equilibrium to occur and some δ-ferrite will be retained at room 
temperature. The amount of retained ferrite depends on material chemistry and the solidification 
and post-solidification cooling rates, as previously discussed. 
Several diagrams exist for predicting the room temperature ferrite content, including the 
WRC-1992 diagram, Figure 41, which plots iso-ferrite number (FN) lines as a function of 
chromium and nickel equivalents. Although FN does not correlate directly with volume fraction 
ferrite across its entire range, low ferrite numbers (FN<10) are approximately equal to the ferrite 
volume fraction [18]. The WRC-1992 diagram suggests that, for welds in many commercial 
austenitic stainless steel alloys, some amount of ferrite will be retained to room temperature, 




Figure 41. WRC-1992 Diagram [51]. 
 
 Because the retained ferrite is a nonequilibrium phase, reheating a weld can transform 
retained δ-ferrite to austenite. David [35] studied the change in ferrite content in 308 stainless 
steel filler metal castings during post-casting heat treatment. In the study, castings were 
solidified at three different rates, with higher solidification rates producing finer microstructures. 
The solidified and cooled castings were subsequently heat treated at 1000°C for various times 
and the ferrite number after heat treatment was measured. FN was found to decrease more 
rapidly with finer microstructures, indicating a faster transformation rate, likely because of 




Figure 42. Ferrite content versus time for 308 stainless steel filler metal castings. 
θ is solidification time and d is dendrite arm spacing [48]. 
 
 In addition to changing the ferrite content, reheating also changed the microstructure, as 
shown in Figure 43. Comparing Figure 39 to Figure 43 shows the extent of the microstructural 
change caused by reheating [48]. Although Figure 43 shows microstructures altered by heat 





Figure 43. Ferrite morphologies in 308 stainless castings after heat treatment at 1050°C for 10 minutes. 
(A) skeletal, (B) lathy, (C) acicular, (D) globular [48]. 
 
2.5.  Summary of Welding Metallurgy 
Metallurgical phenomena during and immediately following solidification and during 
reheating strongly influence the room temperature microstructure and properties of austenitic 
stainless steel weld metal. Thermal histories are complex in AM because of the repeated heating 
and cooling in previous layers associated with depositing additional layers. Consequently, a large 




3. PP3D Process Development 
The goal of the process development research was not to fully explore the process space 
or to optimize the process for any specific outcome, but rather to probe the process space at 
discreet points, closely observe the outcomes, and carefully analyze the outcomes to understand 
the physical phenomena occurring during deposition. With the understanding gained from the 
analysis, informed recommendations are offered for further investigation. 
 PP3D Deposition System 
Figure 44 shows the PP3D deposition system, which is based on a 3-axis computer 
numeric control (CNC) gantry. The moveable wire feeder and torches were mounted to the 
gantry and the stationary workpiece was clamped to the table. Each torch used a dedicated power 
source and the workpiece was connected to the power supplies by the ground leads. Shielding 
and orifice gas were supplied by compressed gas cylinders. A camera system was also 
incorporated to monitor and record deposition. 
 
 
Figure 44. PP3D System. 
Not shown: Power sources and control, camera, and data acquisition computers. 
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 The power sources were controlled remotely by the control computer, which also 
controlled the gantry’s movement. Two additional computers were also used – one for welding 
current and voltage data acquisition and one for camera operation. 
3.1.1.1. Power Supplies 
PAW Print uses three independent PAW systems. Each PAW system comprises a Pro-
Fusion Dual Arc 82 HFP power source, a Pro-Fusion DA-WR water cooler, and a Pro-Fusion 




Figure 45. Welding machine configuration showing electrical and cooling water lines. 
 
Each Pro-Fusion Dual Arc 82 HFP has constant current output characteristics and varies 
output voltage to maintain the welding current at or near the set point. Three independent power 
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supplies ensured that all three arcs operated as closely to the same welding current as possible. 
Figure 45 shows the three power supplies connected to resistors R1, R2, and R3, which represent 
the composite load on each power source including resistance in the torch, welding leads, 
electrode, substrate, electrical connections, and the arc. 
 
 
Figure 46. Circuit diagram of power source configuration. 
The welding system incorporated three separate power supplies in parallel. 
  
 An alternative to using three power sources is to use a single power source connected to 
three torches in parallel, shown in Figure 46. However, the values of R1, R2, and R3 must be 
equal for current to distribute evenly among the three arcs. Because variations in arc 
characteristics may cause unequal values for R1, R2, and R3, there is no guarantee that current 




Figure 47. Circuit diagram of alternate configuration. 
Three torches are connected in parallel to a single power source.  
 
Each Dual Arc 82 HFP power source can output either 0.1-20A in 0.1A increments or 
0.5-80A in 0.5A increments, depending on the selected welding current range [52]. For the 
present work, the 0.5-80A range was selected and the current was controlled remotely through 
Modbus serial communications protocol. Although the 0.5-80A current output range was used, 
welding current was limited to no more than 25A per torch, because the PLT25 torches were 
rated for 25A maximum at 100% duty cycle.  
Each power source has two gas inlets and flow meters – one for the shielding gas and one 
for the orifice gas. While the shielding gas for all three power sources was supplied from a single 
gas cylinder, the orifice gas for each power source was supplied by a separate gas cylinder. By 
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using a dedicated cylinder for each power source’s orifice gas, the orifice gas pressure and flow 
rate were unaffected by disturbances in other parts of the gas supply system and were expected to 
be more consistent. Constant orifice gas pressure and flow rate enabled constant and equal arc 
pressure in each of the three torches. 
Shielding and orifice gas flow rates were set manually by adjusting the flow meter on 
each power source’s front panel. Orifice gas flow began when the pilot arc current was enabled 
and ran continuously until the pilot arc current was disabled. Shielding gas flow was enabled and 
disabled remotely by controlling solenoid valves in each power source through the Modbus 
interface. 
 Deposition Head Assembly 
A deposition head mounting assembly was designed and constructed with 3D printed 
polylactide (PLA). The assembly comprised a central mounting hub, three clevises, three torch 
clamps, and a wire feeding guide shown in Figure 47.  
 
 
Figure 48. Deposition head assembly.  
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 The clevises could rotate in vertical planes and each torch clamp be rotated about its 
mounting bolt. Additionally, each torch could slide within its clamp. With the two axes of 
rotation (rotating the clevis and rotating the torch clamp) and one linear axis (sliding the torch in 
its torch clamp), the torches could be aimed as required. 
Because the PLA material softens with heat, the torch mounting assembly was designed 
so its components were sufficiently distant from the welding arcs to avoid softening and 
distortion. 
 Torches and Consumables 
Three Pro-Fusion PLT-25M straight-body machine torches were used. The torches were 
water-cooled and rated for 25A continuous welding current. 
3.1.3.1. Electrodes 
Per the manufacturer’s recommendations, 1.5mm diameter tungsten-alloy electrodes were 
used. The alloy selected was 1.5% lanthanated tungsten, which is tungsten plus 1.5 weight 
percent La2O3 to lower the electrode’s work function and improve electrode life, arc starting and 
stability, and current capacity [53]. 
The electrode’s axial position within the torch body and constricting nozzle was set using 
a gage, shown in Figure 48, provided by the torch manufacturer. Setting the electrode’s position 
controlled the electrode setback distance, shown in Figure 49, to maintain arc consistency and to 




Figure 49. Electrode positioning gage. 
Shown schematically (top) [52] and in use (bottom). 
 
 
Figure 50. PAW torch schematic. 
Showing orifice diameter, orifice gas flow, electrode setback, and other features [14]. 
 
3.1.3.2. Constricting Nozzles 
Copper constricting nozzles with orifice diameters ranging from 0.6 to 1.4mm were used. 
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3.1.3.3. Orifice Gas 
To protect the tungsten electrode from contamination, the orifice gas must be inert. 
Argon and helium are the most commonly used inert gases in welding. Argon was selected over 
helium because its lower ionization potential promotes easier arc starting and improves pilot arc 
reliability, particularly at low welding currents [14]. 
3.1.3.4. Shielding Gas 
Argon was used also selected over helium for the shielding gas because its higher density 
allows effective shielding to be achieved with lower flow rates [14]. Deposition trials with 
varying shielding gas flow rates were conducted and visual inspection indicated that 8-10 l/min 
from each torch provided adequate shielding. 
 Wire Feeder 
Wire feeding was performed by a CRC-Evans model WF-100 capstan wire feeder. The 
wire feeder was located directly above the deposition head assembly and wire was fed from the 
feeder through the guide tube shown in Figure 47. Wire feeder motion was remotely controlled 
by the control computer. 
 CNC Gantry 
A 3-axis CNC gantry was used. The gantry’s working envelope was approximately 
750mm long by 475mm wide by 140mm high. LinuxCNC software controlled the gantry’s 
movement.  
 Control System and Data Acquisition Systems 
Ammeters and voltmeters were integrated into the welding circuit and connected to a data 
acquisition (DAQ) computer via universal serial bus (USB), as shown in Figure 50. Gantry and 




Figure 51. Control and DAQ systems block diagram. 
 
 The overall deposition process was controlled through an RS-274 numerical control (NC) 
program run in LinuxCNC software. Gantry motion was programmed directly into the NC 
program using standard G-commands and wire feeder and power source operations were 
conducted by calling custom M-codes from the NC program. M-codes were written in C++ 
programming language and their functions are listed in Table I. 
Table I: M-Codes Used in PP3D System 
 
M-Code Function 
M115 P0 Q0 Shielding Gas Off 
M115 P1 Q0  Shielding Gas On 
M120 P0 Q0 Welding Current and Wire Feed Off 
M120 P0 Q1 Continuous Deposition Mode 
M120 P1 Q0 Dabber Deposition Mode 
M120 P1 Q1 Autogenous Preheat 
 
While the M115 codes controlled only the power supplies’ shielding gas solenoid valves, 
the M120 codes controlled multiple aspects of power source and wire feeder operation. M120 P0 
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Q0 disabled welding current and wire feeding and turned shielding gas flow off and was used to 
stop the deposition process. 
M120 P0 Q1 and M120 P1 Q0 initiated the continuous and dabber deposition modes, 
respectively. When either of these M120 codes were called, required process parameter values 
were accessed from a file written through the PAW Print 3D Weld Parameter Manager user 
interface on the control computer. A screenshot of the user interface is shown in Figure 51. 
 
 
Figure 52. Screenshot of PAW Print 3D Weld Parameter Manager user interface 
 
If preheating was required prior to depositing a layer, M120 P1 Q1 was called just before 
calling a deposition mode M-code. Preheat process parameters were written directly into the M-
code. 
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 Camera System 
A WeldQC Weld ClearVision camera system was used to observe and record the welding 
process. While intense arc light prevents effective imaging with standard cameras, the Weld 
ClearVision system used 632nm light emitting diode (LED) lamps and a band pass filter lens 
ahead of the camera that blocked shorter and longer wavelength arc light and admitted reflected 
light from the LED lamps. 
The LED lamps and camera were mounted on a sliding sled connected to the gantry, 
shown in Figure 52, to track the deposition head as it traveled in the y-direction. The deposition 
head would not remain in the camera’s focused field of view when traveling in the x-direction, 
so deposition was carried out traveling in only the y-direction. 
 
 
Figure 53. Weld ClearVision camera system on sliding sled. 
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3.2. Experimental Procedure 
Experiments investigating PP3D’s operating characteristics were conducted and three 
process parameter sets were developed for both the continuous and dabber deposition modes 
using the results. The three parameter sets were differentiated by the arc power used during 
deposition. Low-, mid-, and high-power parameter sets were established for both deposition 
modes. 
 Process development was conducted by depositing straight wall specimens using 1.14mm 
diameter 308L wire feedstock on a 25mm tall by 6.4mm wide 304L substrate. Because a 6.4mm 
wide substrate was used, deposition of an approximately 6mm thick wall was targeted. 
 Straight wall specimens were desirable because samples for materials characterization 
could be easily extracted from the specimens.  
To minimize end of layer effects, all specimens were long enough so the material to be 
tested could be removed from the middle of the specimen where deposition occurred under 
quasi-steady-state conditions. Furthermore, each layer was made slightly shorter than the 
previous layer, as shown in Figure 53, to minimize or eliminate the influence of process start and 
stop transients, which cause variations in geometry and arc length. 
 
 
Figure 54. Substrate with progressively shorter deposits. 
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 Deposits were made with the substrate’s long axis aligned with the gantry’s y-axis, as 
shown in Figure 53, so the camera system could monitor and record deposition. 
 Whenever possible, 25 layers were deposited on the substrate, producing a deposit 




Figure 55. Typical dabber (top) and continuous (bottom) deposition mode straight wall specimens. 
Scale is in inches. 
 
Although specimens with 25 layers were desired for metallographic analysis, the low- 
and mid-power continuous mode parameter sets were sensitive to random, uncontrolled process 
variations and consecutively depositing 25 layers without gross defects was unlikely. 
Metallographic specimens containing 6 and 10 layers were built using the low- and mid-power 
parameter sets, respectively. 
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With the continuous deposition mode, –y travel was found to deposit thicker layers than 
+y-travel (see Section 0 for details) and specimens were built using either +y or –y-travel.  
–y-travel was used to build all continuous deposition mode metallographic specimens to 
maximize their height. 
Travel direction was alternated between layers with dabber mode, which was intended to 
produce the grain orientations shown in Figure 8.  
3.3. Results and Discussion 
 Pool Formation 
The first step of deposition in both the continuous and dabber deposition modes was to 
form a molten pool on the workpiece. After the molten pool formed, wire feedstock was added to 
the pool to form the deposit. Two notable challenges related to pool formation, including 
workpiece melting effectiveness and molten metal ejection from the pool by excessive plasma 
pressure, were observed. Because process development could not continue until the pool 
formation difficulties were solved, the pool formation-related challenges were analyzed and are 








3.3.1.1. Low Workpiece Melting Effectiveness 
 Workpiece melting effectiveness, defined here as the ability to form a molten pool on the 
workpiece, was low in some cases. Two key experimental observations were made. 
• Less melting occurred with small diameter constricting nozzles than with larger 
diameter constricting nozzles. 
• Less melting occurred when the arcs were well-aimed than when the arcs were 
not well-aimed. The arcs were considered well-aimed when they converged to the 
same point or as close to the same point on the workpiece as experimentally 
possible. 
 For example, using a small 0.6mm diameter orifice and well-aimed arcs, no significant 
molten pool formed on the workpiece within ten seconds, even at the torches’ maximum output.  
 Small, well-aimed small arcs were initially believed to be desirable because they were 
expected to form small diameter pools that could be used to produce fine geometric features. 
However, because small diameter arcs aimed at the same point could not produce a useable 
molten pool, their ability to produce small features remained theoretical. 
To explain the lack of melting, a detailed analysis of heat transfer to the workpiece was 
conducted. Each arc acts as a transducer that converts electric energy to thermal energy at a rate 
specified by Equation 15. 
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 = 𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 15 
  




 Although the arc converts 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 from electrical to thermal power, only a fraction of 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 
reaches the workpiece. The net power reaching the workpiece is calculated from Equation 16. 
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎 = 𝜂𝜂𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 = 𝜂𝜂𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 16 
  
where 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎 is the net power reaching the workpiece and 𝜂𝜂 is heat transfer efficiency. 
While 𝜂𝜂 depends on the welding process and its specific process parameters, 𝜂𝜂 generally 
varies between about 0.45 and 0.75 for PAW [15]. 
Some of 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎 is transferred to the workpiece by conduction, convection, and radiation 
from the arc plasma and the remainder is carried by electric current. Electric current heats the 
workpiece because electrons entering the substrate carry thermal, kinetic, and potential energy 
and that energy appears as sensible heat in the workpiece [54].  
 Electron Thermal Energy  
Electron thermal energy is the random kinetic energy related to the electrons’ 
temperature. In high-pressure arcs, such as atmospheric pressure welding arcs, electrons and gas 
atoms are nearly in thermal equilibrium, as shown by Figure 55. While Figure 55 specifically 
applies to mercury vapor arcs, it demonstrates that at sufficiently high pressures, collisions 
between electrons and gas atoms are frequent enough that electrons and gas atoms are nearly the 
same temperature in the arc column. However, in the regions immediately adjacent to the 
electrodes, known as the fall regions, the electron and plasma gas temperature are expected to 
differ because of relatively infrequent collisions between electrons and gas atoms in these 
regions [54]. The electron temperature near the substrate may more closely approximate the 
electron temperature at lower than atmospheric pressure and has been estimated to be 7,000K 




Figure 56. Temperature of electrons (Te) and gas (Tg) in a mercury vapor arc column [54]. 
  
 If the electron temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 is known, the thermal power carried by electrons, Pt, can be 
found by Equation 17 [55]. 
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 = 3𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼2𝑒𝑒  17 
  
where 𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵 is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝐼𝐼 is welding current, and 𝑒𝑒 is elementary charge. 
 Electron Kinetic Energy 
In addition to the random kinetic energy associated with the electrons’ temperature, 
electrons also carry nonrandom kinetic energy to the workpiece, which they gain as they pass 
through the anode fall region [54]. 
 The anode fall region exists because the anodic workpiece is cooler than the arc column 
and little thermal ionization occurs near it. Because ionization is limited near the workpiece 
surface, the ratio of positive ions to electrons is low, and a negative space charge results, causing 
a steep voltage gradient that accelerates electrons as they pass through the anode fall region [54]. 
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The kinetic power gained by electrons in the anode fall region and carried to the workpiece is 
given by Equation 18. 
𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘 = 𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 18 
  
where 𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘 is the kinetic power carried by electrons, 𝐼𝐼 is the welding current, and 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 is the anode 
fall voltage. 
 While accurately measuring anode fall voltages in practical welding applications is 
difficult, estimates using water-cooled copper anodes and wet calorimetry techniques suggest 
anode fall voltages of about 2-3V, depending on arc current [54, 56]. Lower anode fall voltages 
are expected in practical welding applications than with water-cooled copper anodes because of 
material composition and surface temperature differences and easily-ionized metal vapors above 
molten pools [55, 57]. 
 Electron Potential Energy 
 Electrons also carry potential energy to the workpiece by a process that is analogous to 
evaporation and condensation. When the tungsten electrode is negatively charged, electrons are 
“evaporated” from the tungsten surface and into the arc plasma by thermionic emission, which is 
endothermic. Electrons then travel through the arc plasma to the workpiece, where they 
“condense” exothermically. Electron thermal power released upon condensation at the workpiece 
can be estimated by Equation 19. 
𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 = 𝐼𝐼𝜙𝜙𝑤𝑤 19 
  
where 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 is the potential power transferred to the workpiece, 𝐼𝐼 is the welding current and ∅𝑤𝑤 is 
the workpiece’ s thermionic work function.  
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 Total Energy Carried By Electrons 
 Total power carried to the workpiece by electrons can be found by summing Equations 
17-19, producing Equation 20. 
𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼(𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 + 𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠 + 3𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒2𝑒𝑒 ) 20 
  
For the present work, which involves a stainless steel workpiece that melts and emits 
easily ionized metal vapors into the arc plasma, the values in Table II may be used to 
approximate the total power carried to the anode by electrons. 
Table II: Values Used to Approximate Power Carried to Workpiece by Electrons. 
 
Term Value 
𝑽𝑽𝒂𝒂 (V) 1.0 [55] 
∅𝒘𝒘 (eV) 4.3 [58] 
𝑻𝑻𝒆𝒆 (K) 7,000 [55] 
𝒆𝒆 (C) 1.602x10-19 
𝒌𝒌𝑩𝑩 (J/K) 1.380x10-23 
 
Substituting the values from Table II into Equation 20 shows that each Ampere of 
welding current carries approximately 6.2W to the workpiece, or 
𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼(6.2𝑉𝑉) 21 
  
where 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 is in Watts and 𝐼𝐼 in Amperes. 
To examine the electric current’s significance in overall heat transfer to the workpiece, 
the fraction of total arc power carried by electric current was estimated by calculating 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 using 
Equation 21 and then dividing by the total arc power, 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐.  
To estimate 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 using Equation 15, arc voltage values were required. Directly measuring 
arc voltage is not practical and the arc voltage was assumed to be equal to welding voltage 𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 at 
the power source output terminals. Assuming equal arc and welding voltages is not strictly 
correct because the former includes only the voltage between the electrode tip and the 
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workpiece, while the latter also includes voltage drops in the welding leads, torch, electrode, and 
workpiece.  
Welding voltage was measured using the data acquisition system for 10-25A/torch in 
2.5A increments and is plotted as a function of welding current in Figure 56. 
 
 
Figure 57. Welding voltage versus welding current for experimental setup. 
Current range is 10-25A. 
 
 From Figure 56, the welding voltage can be approximated by Equation 22. 
𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 = �0.13 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴� 𝐼𝐼 + 25V 22 
  
where 𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 is in Volts and 𝐼𝐼 is in Amperes. 
 Combining Equations 15 and 22 produces Equation 23. 
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 = 0.13𝐼𝐼2 + 25𝐼𝐼 23 
  
where 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is in Watts and 𝐼𝐼 is in Amperes. 
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Equations 21 and 23 are plotted with 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
 in Figure 57. 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 increases more rapidly 
than 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 with increasing welding current and electric current carries between 20 and 25% of the 
total arc power to the substrate over the 10-25A range. 
 
 
Figure 58. Parc, Pe, and Pe/Parc versus current. 
 
 Convection and Radiation 
Because electric current only carries about a small portion of total arc power to the 
substrate, the remaining heat transferred to the workpiece must be carried by convection and 
radiation. 
 Metcalfe and Quigley [57] mathematically approximated heat transfer in PAW and found 
that a 10kW arc impinging perpendicularly on a flat plate transferred 6.0kW to the plate. 
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Together convection and radiation carried an estimated 73% of the total 6.0kW transferred and 
electric current carried the remaining 27% [57], which agrees with Figure 57. 
 Because radiation and convection carry over 70% of the heat reaching the workpiece, 
hindering them may substantially reduce heat transfer efficiency and reduce melting 
effectiveness. Two factors that may affect non-electric heat transfer in PP3D are plasma 
stagnation and effects related to torch inclination and workpiece geometry. 
3.3.1.1.5.1. Plasma Stagnation  
 Although convective heat transfer correlations exist for a single plasma jet impinging 
normally on a flat plate [57], no applicable heat transfer correlations were found for PP3D with 
its three inclined and converging plasma streams. Convection’s exact role in PP3D is unclear. 
Although convection’s exact contribution to heat transfer in PP3D is unknown, low 
velocity fluids convect heat less effectively than high velocity fluids [59]. It is proposed that 
convective heat transfer may be reduced in PP3D’s multiple torch arrangement when the arcs are 
well aimed because a large stagnant region may occur at the point of plasma convergence. 





Figure 59. Proposed stagnant plasma region occurring at arc convergence. 
 Torch Inclination and Workpiece Geometry 
 Visual observations suggest lower heat transfer efficiency in the present work than in 
typical welding applications. Figure 59 shows the plasma stream extending past the workpiece 
after contacting the workpiece. The plasma’s visual brightness as it extends away from the 
substrate indicates that the plasma temperature remains high after contacting the workpiece and 





Figure 60. Plasma stream extending away from workpiece. 
 
 Plasma flowing off of the workpiece in Figure 59 results from the torch arrangement and 
the workpiece geometry. Because the workpiece is a narrow wall with its long axis oriented in 
the y-direction, only the plasma aligned with y-axis remains in contact with the workpiece for 
any significant distance, as shown in Figure 60. Plasma from the other arcs briefly contacts the 
workpiece surface and then flows into space. If the workpiece were a wide plate, plasma from all 
three arcs would remain in contact with the workpiece surface, increase heat transfer by 




Figure 61. Three converging arcs. 
On a narrow wall (above) and a large flat plate (below). 
 
 Torch inclination also influences the contact area between the workpiece and arcs. Figure 
61 shows a single cylindrical arc from a torch inclined at angle 𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 from the horizontal 
workpiece surface and elliptical arc-workpiece contact area resulting from the torch inclination. 
With the inclination, one semi axis is equal to the arc diameter 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 and the other semi axis is the 




Figure 62. Single inclined cylindrical arc contacting substrate. 
Resulting elliptical arc/substrate contact area is shown at right. 
 
Equation 24 can be used to find the elliptical arc-workpiece contact area. 
𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 = 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐24 sin𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 24 
  
where 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is the arc-workpiece contact area, 𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is the arc diameter, and 𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is the angle of 
inclination, measured from horizontal. 
 Because 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is inversely proportional to sin𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐, the minimum arc-workpiece contact 
area occurs when 𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 = 90° and 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 approaches infinity as 𝜃𝜃𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 approaches 0. 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is plotted 





Figure 63. Aarc versus θarc. Aarc is normalized against Aarc = 1 at θarc = 90°. 
 
 Figure 62 is limited to a single arc. When three arcs are arranged radially 120° apart and 
centered on the same point, their elliptical arc-workpiece contact areas do not fully overlap, as 
shown in Figure 63 and the total arc-workpiece contact area is larger with multiple arcs than a 
single arc. Total arc-workpiece contact area for the three arcs also increases as the aspect ratio of 
the elliptical arc-workpiece contact area increases, also shown in Figure 63. 
 
 
Figure 64. Overlap of three elliptical arc-workpiece contact areas. 
With 1:1.3 (a) and 1:1.1 (b) aspect ratios corresponding to θarc= 50° and θarc= 65°, respectively. 
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The preceding discussion assumes that all three arcs are centered on the same point. If the 
arcs are not centered on the same point, the total arc-workpiece contact area is larger than when 
the arcs are centered on a single point and the power density is lower. 
Because the arc plasma is the conductor that carries electric current, the average electrical 
power density is inversely related to the arc-workpiece contact area. Additionally, although the 
density of power transferred to the workpiece by convection and radiation may not be strongly 
influenced by the contact area, the total power transferred by convection and radiation is related 
to arc-workpiece contact area [57]. 
3.3.1.2. COMSOL Multiphysics® Melting Models 
 To investigate the relationships between melting effectiveness, power density, and heat 
transfer efficiency, COMSOL Multiphysics® software was used to simulate melting with various 
heat transfer efficiencies and power density distributions. A heat flux representing the arcs was 
applied to the top surface of a simulated 304 stainless steel disc for three seconds in a 2D 
axisymmetric model. The resulting molten pool was measured and its mass was calculated. 
 Material Properties 
The disc was modelled as 304 stainless steel, with the assumed simplified composition 
given in Table III. 






 Thermophysical properties for the 304 stainless steel were taken from [60] and are listed 
in Table IV. Although most properties were functions of temperature, density was assumed to be 
Table III: 304 Stainless Steel Assumed Composition 
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constant with temperature because the disc’s geometry and volume were fixed and a change in 
density would have caused a corresponding change in the disc’s mass. 
Table IV: 304 Stainless Steel Thermophysical Properties [60]. 
 
 Value/Expression 
Solidus Temperature (K) 1623 
Liquidus Temperature (K) 1727 
Solid Heat Capacity (Jg-1K-1) 0.443+2x10-4T-8x10-10T2 
Liquid Heat Capacity (Jg-1K-1) 0.80 
Solid Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 10.33+1.54x10-2T-7x10-7T2 
Liquid Thermal Conductivity (Wm-1K-1) 6.6+1.24x10-2T 
Density (gcm-3) 8.0 
 
 Geometry 
The disc measured 50mm diameter by 12.7mm thick and is shown with the applied 
boundary conditions in Figure 64. 
 
 
Figure 65. Simulated stainless steel disc geometry and boundary conditions. 
 
 Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions applied to the disc are shown in Figure 64 and detailed below. 
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3.3.1.2.2.1. Arc Heat Flux 
The welding current was fixed at 25A/torch and the gross arc power was approximated as 
2120W using Equation 23. The applied net arc power was found by multiplying the gross arc 
power by heat transfer efficiency 𝜂𝜂, which was swept from 0 to 1 in 0.1 increments. 
Because the arc heat flux was expected to be most intense at the center of the arc 
convergence area and decrease with radial distance, the heat flux was modeled as a Gaussian 
distribution. The Gaussian distribution’s standard deviation, 𝜎𝜎, was swept from 0.75 to 1.5mm in 
0.25mm increments to investigate the effect of power density on melting efficiency. 
Approximately 99.7% of the heat flux is applied to the disc’s surface within a circle of radius 3𝜎𝜎 
and sweeping 𝜎𝜎 from 0.75 to 1.5mm swept the effective arc contact spot diameter from 4.5 to 
9mm. 
3.3.1.2.2.2. Evaporative Cooling 
Studies of metal evaporation and its associated cooling effect in stainless steel welds 
show that evaporative cooling cools molten pools significantly [61, 62]. To simulate evaporative 
cooling, an outward heat flux representing evaporative cooling was applied to the disc’s top 
surface.  
Although weld pool vaporization kinetics are complex [62], several simplifying 
assumptions were made to facilitate modelling. First, only iron, manganese, and chromium were 
considered in the vaporization calculations because their vapor pressures are significantly higher 
than nickel’s vapor pressure. Vaporization from solid was also assumed to be negligible. 
Second, metal evaporation rates were calculated by Langmuir vaporization, which 
assumes that vapor is emitted into a vacuum. Because the molten pool’s surface contacts plasma 
in arc welding, assuming Langmuir vaporization overpredicts vaporization rates [62]. 
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Additionally, metal vapor pressures were assumed to be in equilibrium with the molten 
pool’s surface, which allowed the vapor pressures of the various metal species to be calculated 
by Equation 25. log10 ?̅?𝑝𝐴𝐴 = log10 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 + log10 𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴 25 
  
where 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴��� is the equilibrium partial pressure of species A over the alloy, 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 is the vapor pressure 
of pure A, 𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴 is the activity of A in the alloy. 
Activity data and vapor pressure for iron and manganese were taken from the data 
compiled by [62] and linear interpolation was used where required. Chromium was assumed to 
behave ideally, based on [63]. 
Using the estimated vapor pressures, vaporization rates were calculated using Equation 
26, which is based on the kinetic theory of gases and was used by [61] for weld pool evaporation 
calculations. 
𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴 = 44.331?̅?𝑝𝐴𝐴 �𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 �12 [𝑔𝑔𝑠𝑠−1𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−2] 26 
  
where 𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴 is the vaporization rate of element A, 𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴 is element A’s molecular mass, and 𝑇𝑇 is the 
absolute temperature. 
With the estimated vaporization rate, the evaporative heat fluxes from the pool were 
calculated with Equation 27.  
𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸 = 𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴(𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴 − ∆𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴�����) 27 
  
where 𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸 is the evaporative heat flux, 𝐿𝐿𝐴𝐴 is the latent heat of vaporization of element A, ∆𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴����� is 
the partial molar heat of mixing of A in the alloy [61], which was assumed to be equal to the 
partial excess free energy of mixing ∆?̅?𝐺𝑋𝑋𝑆𝑆. 
Using Equation 27 and the values in Table V, the evaporative cooling rates for 
manganese, iron, and chromium were calculated as functions of temperature. The total 
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evaporative cooling rate as a function of temperature was found by summing the three elemental 
evaporative heat fluxes and applied as an outward heat flux to the disc’s top surface. The total 
evaporative heat flux is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 65. 




𝒐𝒐  (atm) [62] log10 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 = 1760 �−14520𝑇𝑇 − 3.02 log10 𝑇𝑇 + 19.24� 
𝒑𝒑𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
𝒐𝒐  (atm) [62] log10 𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 = 1760 �−19710𝑇𝑇 − 1.27 log10 𝑇𝑇 + 13.27� 
𝒑𝒑𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪
𝒐𝒐  (atm) [64] log10 𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜 = 0.987 �6.024 − 16065𝑇𝑇 − 83.86� 
𝒂𝒂𝟎𝟎.𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔 𝑭𝑭𝒆𝒆 (Interpolated) [62] 0.70 
𝒂𝒂𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 (Interpolated) [62] 0.0025 
𝒂𝒂𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 (Assumed Ideal) 0.20 
𝑳𝑳𝑭𝑭𝒆𝒆 (J/g) [62] 6091 
𝑳𝑳𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 (J/g) [62] 4014 
𝑳𝑳𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 (J/g) [65] 6538 
∆𝑮𝑮�𝟎𝟎.𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟔 𝑭𝑭𝒆𝒆𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙  (J/g) (Interpolated) [62] 8.21 
∆𝑮𝑮�𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙  (J/g) (Interpolated) [62] 77.0 
∆𝑮𝑮�𝟎𝟎.𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙  (J/g) (Assumed Ideal) 0 
𝑴𝑴𝑭𝑭𝒆𝒆 (g/mol) 55.85 
𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 (g/mol) 54.94 




Figure 66. Total evaporative heat flux as a function of molten pool surface temperature. 
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3.3.1.2.2.3. Other Boundary Conditions 
Figure 64 shows other boundary conditions applied to the disc. The disc’s top surface and 
vertical perimeter surface were modeled as diffuse surfaces free to radiate to the environment 
with emissivity of 0.8. Natural convection was applied to the disc’s vertical perimeter surface 
and top surface. The disc’s bottom surface was thermally insulated. 
 Data Analysis Procedure 
 A plot showing the solid-liquid phase fractions was generated for each combination of 𝜎𝜎 
and heat transfer efficiency 𝜂𝜂, such as the one in Figure 66.  
 
 
Figure 67. Fraction solid as a function of position for η = 1.0 and σ = 1.0 mm. 
 
Molten pool volume was calculated by locating the 0.5 fraction solid isosurface and 
finding its radius at six points. Using the radii, the molten pool’s cross-sectional area was found 
as function of depth 𝑧𝑧 using Equation 28. 
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𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥(𝑧𝑧) = 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝2(𝑧𝑧) 28 
  
where 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥 and 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 are the pool’s cross-sectional area and radius at depth 𝑧𝑧, respectively. 
Pool cross-sectional area versus 𝑧𝑧 was plotted for each combination of η and 𝜎𝜎 and a 
trend line was fit to each data set. The trend line’s equation defined 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥(𝑧𝑧). An example plot is 
shown in Figure 67. 
 
 
Figure 68. Example simulated pool xy-cross-sectional area versus z for η = 0.5 and σ = 1.5mm. 
Maximum pool depth is approximately 0.8mm. 
 
After determining 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥(𝑧𝑧), the pool mass 𝑐𝑐 was found by integrating from the maximum 
pool depth, 𝑧𝑧𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 , to 𝑧𝑧 = 0, the disc’s top surface, and multiplying by the material density, which 
is shown in Equation 29. 




 Results and Discussion 
Molten pool mass is plotted as a function of heat transfer efficiency in Figure 68. Molten 
pool mass increased with increasing heat transfer efficiency, which is expected because more 




Figure 69. Simulated molten pool mass versus heat transfer efficiency at various σ. 
  
 Figure 68 also shows that the molten pool mass increased with increasing Gaussian 
standard deviation width when 𝜂𝜂 was greater than 0.4 and that more melting occurs at lower 
power densities for moderate to high values of 𝜂𝜂. More melting at lower power densities suggests 
that the rate of conduction from the disc’s top surface into the disc’s interior limited molten pool 
size.  
Conduction rate limiting melting is further supported by examining the peak pool 
temperatures as functions of 𝜂𝜂 and 𝜎𝜎. Figure 69 shows higher peak pool temperatures with more 
concentrated heat fluxes. High pool temperatures and small pool volumes with low values of 𝜎𝜎 
indicate that some portion of the applied power heated already-molten metal further, instead of 





Figure 70. Simulated peak pool temperature versus heat transfer efficiency at various σ. 
  
 Because the evaporative cooling, convective, and radiative heat fluxes increase with 
increasing pool surface temperature, higher pool temperature pools lose heat significantly more 
rapidly than cooler pools. Heat lost from the pool is not available to melt additional metal and 
further limits molten pool mass. 
 Pool diameter at the workpiece surface was plotted against heat transfer efficiency 𝜂𝜂 in 
Figure 70. At low values of 𝜎𝜎, the pool diameter was small, which matched experimental results 
with small diameter constricting nozzles. Small diameter pools made wire feeding challenging 
because the pool was difficult to hit with the wire, as the wire had cast and helix distortions from 




Figure 71. Simulated molten pool diameter versus heat transfer efficiency at various σ. 
    
 Because the models ignored convection in the weld pool, they likely overestimated the 
pool size limiting effect of conduction. If weld pool convection had been included, heat applied 
near the arc’s center could be carried either downward or outward, depending on the direction of 
the net convective flow from Marangoni force, buoyancy, and arc current divergence effects 
[15]. Carrying heat from the center of the pool to other pool locations is expected to cause 
additional melting and larger pools, as shown in Figure 71. 
 
 
Figure 72. Conceptual pool size comparison between pools with outward convection and no convection. 
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 Process Development Modelling Conclusions 
 Although imperfect, the model results appear to support the two key experimental 
observations, which are repeated below: 
• Less melting occurred with small diameter constricting nozzles than with larger 
diameter constricting nozzles and 
• Less melting occurred when the arcs were well-aimed than when the arcs were 
not well-aimed. The arcs were considered well-aimed when they converged to the 
same point or as close to the same point on the workpiece as experimentally 
possible. 
 Well-aimed arcs reduced the arc-workpiece contact area and likely reduced heat transfer 
by convection and radiation, heat transfer efficiency, and net heat input. Heat transfer by electric 
current was not affected by small arc-workpiece contact areas, but occurred over a smaller area, 
increasing power density. Taken together, these effects mean that small, well-aimed arcs cause 
lower heat transfer efficiency and higher peak power density than larger arcs that are not as well-
aimed. Consequently, using larger orifices and aiming the torches so their arc are slightly offset 
is equivalent to increasing both heat transfer efficiency 𝜂𝜂 and 𝜎𝜎 in Figure 68, which increases 
molten pool mass. 
These findings were applied to PP3D by using a moderate (1mm) diameter constricting 
nozzle and aiming the torches so their arc-workpiece contact areas were slightly offset from one 
another. Doing so dramatically increased workpiece melting and allowed process development to 
continue. 
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 Excessive Plasma Pressure 
After a melt pool formed, wire addition was sometimes inhibited by molten metal 
ejection caused by excessive arc plasma pressure. Arc plasma pressure on the pool formed lobed 
pools, shown schematically in Figure 72, and ejected molten metal from the pool in some cases. 
Molten metal ejection reduced the pool’s size or eliminated it completely, making wire addition 
to the pool impossible.  
 
 
Figure 73. Schematic of molten pool distorted from nominally round shape to three-lobed shape by 
pressure exerted by impinging plasma. 
 
The phenomena influencing plasma pressure were studied to reduce plasma pressure and 
to eliminate metal ejection. The plasma’s pressure is related to its velocity, which is strongly 
influenced by the welding current, electrode setback, constricting nozzle orifice diameter, and 
orifice gas flow rate [66]. 
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 Welding Current 
Because the arc plasma contains charged particles, the electromagnetic Lorentz force acts 
upon it. The Lorentz force is related to the welding current through the current density vector and 
is calculated with Equation 34 [15]. 
?⃗?𝐹 = 𝐽𝐽𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵�⃗  30 
  
where ?⃗?𝐹 is the Lorentz force vector, 𝐽𝐽 is the current density vector, and 𝐵𝐵�⃗  is the magnetic flux 
vector.  
Figure 73 shows an electrode inside a constricting nozzle and its arc. Inside the 
constricting nozzle, near the electrode tip, 𝐽𝐽 is approximately normal to the electrode surface. ?⃗?𝐹 
acts normal to 𝐽𝐽, which is inward and downward, accelerating the plasma as it passes through the 
nozzle. Because the plasma is accelerated in the nozzle, it exits the nozzle with significant 
velocity [54]. Decreasing the welding current would reduce 𝐽𝐽, ?⃗?𝐹, and the plasma’s exit velocity, 





Figure 74. Arc constriction by Lorentz force in PAW. 
  
 Electrode Setback Distance 
 Increasing electrode setback has also been shown to increase plasma exit velocity due to 
electromagnetic effects inside the constricting nozzle [66]. Electrode setback is the distance 
between the electrode tip and the constricting nozzle tip and is shown schematically in Figure 49. 
Because long electrode setback produced high plasma velocity and pressure, the electrode 
setback was set at the minimum recommended by the manufacturer, which was L=16mm, as 
shown in Figure 48. 
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 Constricting Nozzle Orifice Diameter 
 Figure 73 shows that outside of the constricting nozzle, 𝐽𝐽 is oriented along the arc 
column’s long axis, 𝐵𝐵�⃗  wraps around the cylindrical arc, and ?⃗?𝐹 acts inwardly on the arc column, 
constricting it. Because the plasma is constricted by the Lorentz force, the arc column can be 
thought of as flow through an electromagnetic pipe. The diameter of the arc column and its fluid 
velocity are strongly influenced by the constricting nozzle’s orifice diameter. 
 Figure 73 shows the orifice gas flow exiting the orifice into the constricted arc. Incoming 
orifice gas is initially at ambient temperature and is heated as it passes through the constricting 
nozzle and the arc, causing it to expand [54]. 
 By ignoring the plasma’s initial velocity as it leaves the constricting nozzle and assuming 
purely inward Lorentz force, a cylindrical arc that contains all the orifice gas, constant pressure, 








where 𝑉𝑉1 is the volume at temperature 𝑇𝑇1, and 𝑉𝑉2 is the volume at temperature 𝑇𝑇2. 
 By extending Charles’s law to volumetric flowrates and accounting for the arc column’s 
cross-sectional area, Equation 32 can be written. 
𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆
= 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 32 
  
where 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 is the volumetric flowrate at ambient temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is the arc column’s cross-
sectional area, and 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 is the plasma velocity at temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝. 
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 To reduce the arc force to an acceptable level, a constricting nozzle with a 1.0mm 
diameter orifice was selected. Larger orifices (1.2 and 1.4mm) were also tried, but they were not 
required to avoid molten metal ejection. 
 Orifice Gas Flow Rate 
Equation 32 shows that the plasma’s velocity is directly proportional to the orifice gas 
flow rate and orifice gas flow rates as low as 0.2l/min were tried. At 0.2 l/min, constricting 
nozzle life was relatively short because the orifice diameter increased rapidly with use. Rapid 
orifice erosion suggested that 0.2l/min was not sufficient to adequately cool the constricting 
nozzle, causing the nozzle to operate at high temperatures and erode rapidly [14]. An orifice gas 
flowrate of 0.25 l/min significantly extended constricting nozzle life and was considered the 
practical minimum flowrate. 
3.3.2.2. Summary of Plasma Velocity and Force 
Assuming that the arc column’s diameter is equal to the orifice diameter, the arc 
column’s cross-sectional area with a 1mm diameter orifice, is approximately 0.79mm2. If the 
ambient orifice gas flowrate is 0.25l/min and the plasma temperature is assumed to be 12,000K, 
as by [54], Equation 32 estimates the plasma velocity near the substrate as 210m/s if the 
plasma’s initial velocity as it exits the constricting nozzle is ignored. 
Assuming isentropic plasma stagnation at the pool, the plasma pressure exerted on the 
pool can be found with Equation 33 [54]. 
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝(𝑇𝑇)𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝22  33 
  
where 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the pressure exerted by the plasma and 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝 is the plasma density as a function of 
temperature. 
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 Assuming the plasma near the substrate is partially ionized argon at 12,000K, 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝 is 
0.036kg/m3 [54]. Using the previously calculated 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = 210m/s, the plasma from a single arc 
exerts approximately 1.6kPa on the substrate. 
 Although the above approximation is not precisely correct, it provides a rough order of 
magnitude figure and some insight regarding how the arc force can be reduced. For the present 
work, a moderately sized (1.0mm) orifice was used with the lowest practical orifice gas flow rate 
(0.25 l/min) and shortest recommended electrode setback (L=16mm). Using a less dense orifice 
gas such as helium would be expected to further reduce arc force. 
3.4. Continuous Deposition Process Development 
The continuous deposition sequence shown in Figure 74 began by setting the welding 
current to its peak value to quickly form a molten pool. When the pool formed, the welding 
current dropped to its background level and wire feeding and traveling started. Welding current, 
wire feed speed, and travel speed remained constant and layers were deposited as continuous 
beads. When the end of the layer was reached and the wire was retracted from the pool and the 
welding current and travel stopped. 
 
 
Figure 75. Continuous deposition mode sequence. 
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 Process Envelope 
 The process envelope, consisting of values for shielding gas flow, welding current, travel 
speed, wire feed speed, and wire feed delay time, was explored and three sets of process 
parameters were developed. The three parameter sets were differentiated by their background 
welding current and were designated as high-, mid-, and low-power. 
3.4.1.1. Shielding Gas Flow 
Before depositing a layer, shielding gas flowed for ten seconds to flush the gas lines. 
After deposition began, shielding gas flowed continuously. The shielding gas flow rate from 
each torch was between 8 and 10l/min. 
3.4.1.2. Welding Current 
Because the torches were limited by their conductor size to 25A each, the maximum 
welding current used was 25A/torch. 
 Peak Welding Current 
Peak welding current was used at the beginning of each continuous layer to form the 
initial molten pool on the workpiece. To minimize wire feed delay time and limit total heat input, 
the peak welding current was set at the maximum allowable level, 25A/torch, for all process 
parameter sets. 
 Background Welding Current 
After a molten pool had formed and prior to feeding wire and beginning traveling, the 
welding current was reduced to the background level. Background welding currents ranging 
from 10-25A/torch were investigated. Excessive oxidation and humping discontinuities, shown 




Figure 76. Humping discontinuities and surface oxidation in layer deposited with 25A per torch 
background current. 
 
Because the background current was limited to 20A/torch, the high-power parameter set 
used 20A/torch and the low- and mid-power parameter sets used 10 and 15A/torch, respectively.  
 Preheat 
A significant transient region occurred at the beginning of each bead before the 
workpiece warmed with the low-power parameter set. Bead geometry was influenced by the 
changing workpiece temperature during the start transient and the beads were initially tall and 
narrow and then flattened and widened as the workpiece warmed. 
To reduce the effects of the initial transient, a preheat cycle was developed for the low-
power continuous deposition process. Preheating was accomplished by applying a low-power 
pass to the substrate prior to beginning the deposition process. The preheat cycle was applied 
immediately ahead of the deposition start point and opposite to the deposition direction, as 
shown in Figure 76. 
 
 
Figure 77. Preheating and deposition sequence. 
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 Parameters for the preheat cycle were established experimentally, with the goal of 
warming the workpiece enough to reduce the effects of the initial transient on bead geometry 
while avoiding significant melting during preheating. Avoiding melting during preheating was 
intended to prevent excessive oxidation in the preheated zone. Parameters for the preheat cycle 
used for deposition are given in Table VI.  
Table VI: Preheating Parameters for Low-Power Continuous Deposition 
 
 Value 
Welding Current (A/torch) 10 
Wire Feed Speed (mm/s) 0 
Travel Speed (mm/min) 30 
Preheat Zone Length (mm) 20 
 
3.4.1.3. Wire Feed Delay Time 
Wire feed delay time allowed a molten pool to form before feeding wire. The molten pool 
had to be large enough so that it would not solidify when the wire came into contact with it or 
when travel commenced. With the peak welding current fixed at 25A/torch, the minimum time 
required to form a suitably large molten pool was experimentally determined to be about 3s. 
Using a wire feed delay time slightly longer than necessary increased heat input slightly, 
but made the process more tolerant to small process variations. The wire feed delay time used for 
deposition experiments was increased to 4s to balance reliability with geometric quality. 
Excessive wire feed delay times produced large pools and geometric irregularities at the 
beginning of each layer. 
3.4.1.4. Wire Feed Speed 
Wire feed speed strongly depended on the background welding current, with undesirable 
outcomes at high and low wire feeds speeds. The usable wire feed speed range was typically 
narrow for a given background welding current. 
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 Excessive Wire Feed Speed 
If the wire was fed too rapidly for the current setting, the wire was unable to melt as 
quickly as it was fed, causing the wire tip to forcefully push against the solid bottom of the 
molten pool causing geometric irregularities. The severity of the irregularities depended on the 
wire feed speed. 
When wire was fed too rapidly, the wire buckled slightly and moved within the pool, 
causing slight bead roughness and increasing bead width, as shown in Figure 77. 
 
 
Figure 78. Top view of bead deposited with slightly too fast wire feed speed. 
Bead is wide and flat, with overhanging material on both toes of the deposit. 
  
 When wire was fed much too rapidly, the wire buckled severely and was deflected out of 
the pool, preventing further wire addition to the pool. Unfilled regions resulted and deflected 




Figure 79. Top view of bead with unfilled region discontinuities caused by feeding wire too rapidly. 
 
Although not encountered experimentally, wire feed speed is also theoretically limited by 
travel speed. Equation 34 defines 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑, the volume of material deposited per unit length.  
𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 = 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤2𝑊𝑊4𝑆𝑆  34 
  
where 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 is the wire diameter, W is the wire feed speed, and S is the travel speed. 
From Equation 34, if the ratio of wire feed speed to travel speed is high, the volume of 
material deposited per unit length is also high, which may produce relatively tall layers, 
especially at low background welding currents. Although it may be desirable to deposit tall 
layers in some instances, the layer height cannot exceed the torch standoff distance, or the 
torches will collide with the deposit. 
 Insufficient Wire Feed Speed 
 Insufficient wire feed speed produced several different undesirable outcomes that 
depended the wire feed speed. When wire was fed slightly too slowly for the background current 
setting, the wire intermittently contacted the molten pool. Intermittent wire-pool contact was 
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particularly common in the latter portion of a layer because the workpiece warmed during 
deposition and caused more rapid wire melting. 
 Continuous contact between the wire and pool produced smoother deposits because of 
surface tension effects between the wire and pool. Intermittent wire-pool contact produced 
geometric irregularities such as those shown in Figure 79. 
 
 
Figure 80. Top view of a single bead showing the effect of wire/pool contact. 
Bead is smooth and regular when deposited with wire in contact with pool (right) and rougher and 
irregular when deposited with intermittent wire/pool contact (left). 
  
 When wire was fed much too slowly for the current setting, the wire was heated by the 
plasma and molten metal drops formed on the tip of the wire. Molten drops remained attached to 
the wire tip by surface tension between the wire and drop and the drops grew until they were 
detached from the wire tip by other forces. Three possible drop detachment mechanisms were 
observed and are detailed below. 
3.4.1.4.2.1. Detachment by Surface Tension 
At the fastest wire feed speeds that produced drops on the wire tip, the drops formed near 
the molten pool. As the drop grew, the distance between the pool and the drop decreased until 
the drop contacted the pool and was pulled into the pool by surface tension, as shown in Figure 
86. Gravity and arc force also acted on the drop, but surface tension was the dominant detaching 




Figure 81. Drop detachment by surface tension. 
Showing arc forces, gravity, and surface tension between the drop and wire, and the drop and pool.  
 
3.4.1.4.2.2. Detachment by Arc Plasma and Gravity 
 At slightly slower wire feed speeds, drops on the wire tip formed just slightly above the 
arcs. Drops grew uneventfully until the drop’s diameter was large enough that an arc contacted 
the drop. From the time of arc contact forward, gravity and arc force acted against the drop-wire 




Figure 82. Detachment by gravity and arc force. 
 
 When the drop contacted an arc, the arc’s horizontal force deflected the drop, often into 
another arc, which also deflected the drop, causing chaotic drop motion, shown in Figure 82.  
 
 
Figure 83. Wire feeding with slow wire feed speed. 
Showing drop formation, growth, and chaotic drop movement that is particularly rapid from t=9.53-9.73s. 
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When the droplet finally detached through a combination of arc force and gravity, its 
chaotic motion caused unpredictable outcomes and the drop was often ejected. Drop ejection 
caused a local lack of filler material and unfilled region bead irregularities. 
3.4.1.4.2.3. Detachment by Gravity 
At even slower wire feed speeds, drops grew on the wire tip and detached from the wire 
tip when the drop’s weight became too large to be supported by the wire-drop surface tension. 
To grow large enough to be detached solely by gravity, drops had to form above the arc plasma. 
Otherwise, the arc plasma also acted on the drop and contributed to detachment. Because gravity 
was the only downward force acting on drops, as shown in Figure 83, the drops grew larger than 
with other detachment mechanisms. 
 
 
Figure 84. Detachment by gravity only. 
 
Because the drops detached by gravity alone were relatively large, the free-falling drops 
were often massive enough to pass through the arcs without being deflected significantly and 
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often fell into the molten pool below, becoming part of the deposit. However, freefalling drops 
were sometimes deflected by arc plasma and ejected, causing underfilled regions. 
3.4.1.5. Travel Speed 
Oxidation of deposited metal limited travel speed in the continuous deposition mode. 
Because metal was deposited without global shielding (i.e. not in a glovebox purged with inert 
gas), only local shielding gas supplied through the torches was available. Excessive travel speed 
caused the shielding envelope to move away from deposited metal before it cooled sufficiently to 
avoid oxidation. 
Low travel speed produced high linear heat input that caused deposited metal to remain 
hot and reactive after the shielding envelope had passed. To avoid excessive oxidation, an 
intermediate travel speed had to be used. The intermediate travel speed depended on the 
background welding current, with higher background welding currents requiring higher travel 
speeds. Operating PP3D in a chamber purged with inert gas could expand the useable travel 
speed range significantly. 
 Continuous Process Parameter Envelope 
Table VII lists the ranges for wire feed speed, travel speed, and wire feed delay time as a 
function of background welding current for 10, 15, and 20A/torch. 
Table VII: Continuous Mode Deposition Parameter Ranges 
 
Background Welding Current (A/Torch) 10 15 20 
Wire Feed Speed (mm/s) 4.1 – 4.3 10.8 – 11.2 12.1 – 12.5 
Travel Speed (mm/min) 20 – 30 50 – 70 80 – 100 
Wire Feed Delay Time (s) 3 – 5 3 – 5 3 – 5 
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From the process parameter ranges in Table VII, the midrange values listed in Table VIII 
were selected for each process parameter set. Gross linear heat input 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 and deposition rate 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 
were calculated with Equations 35 and 36, respectively, and are also listed in Table VIII. 
𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 = 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤𝑆𝑆  35 
  
where 𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔 is the gross linear heat input, 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 is the background welding current, 𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 is the welding 
voltage, and S is the travel speed. 
𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤𝜋𝜋𝑊𝑊𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤24  36 
  
where 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 is deposition rate, 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 is the wire density, 𝑊𝑊 is the wire feed speed, and 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 is the wire 
diameter. Wire density was assumed to be 8.00g/cm3. 
Table VIII: Continuous Mode Deposition Parameters Used for Builds 
 
 Low-Power Mid-Power High-Power 
Peak Welding Current (A/Torch) 25 25 25 
Background Welding Current (A) 10 15 20 
Wire Diameter (mm) 1.14 1.14 1.14 
Wire Feed Speed (mm/s) 4.2 11.0 12.3 
Travel Speed (mm/min) 25 60 90 
Wire Feed Delay Time (s) 4 4 4 
Orifice Gas Flow Rate (l/min/Torch) 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Shielding Gas Flow Rate (l/min/Torch) 8 – 10 8 – 10 8 – 10 
Gross Linear Heat Input (J/mm) 31.6 27.0 23.5 
Deposition Rate (g/hr) 123 323 361 
 
3.5. Dabber Mode 
Dabber mode deposits layers of overlapping dabs of material. Figure 84 shows a typical 
deposition cycle graphically. Each cycle begins with the welding current increasing to its peak 
amplitude. When the wire feed delay time has elapsed and a molten pool has formed on the 
workpiece, the welding current drops to the background level and wire feeding begins. The wire 
is fed at a set speed a set distance into the pool and then remains stationary during the wire wet 
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time, allowing metal to be completely transferred from the wire to the pool. After the wire wet 
time passes, the wire is withdrawn a set distance at a set wire retract speed and the welding 
current goes to zero. The CNC gantry then moves at a set travel speed to the next dab’s location 
and the sequence repeats. 
 
 
Figure 85. Dabber deposition sequence. 
 
 Process Envelope 
The dabber deposition process envelope was explored and values for the parameters 
listed in Table IX were established for three parameter sets. The three parameter sets were 
differentiated by their background welding current and were designated as high-, mid-, and low-
power. 
Table IX: Dabber Mode Deposition Parameter List 
 
Parameters 
Peak Welding Current  Wire Retract Speed 
Background Welding Current Dab Spacing 
Wire Feed Delay Time Travel Speed 
Wire Feed Speed Pre-Gas Time 
Wire Diameter Post-Gas Time 
Wet Time Orifice Gas Flow Rate 
Wire Retract Distance Shielding Gas Flow Rate 
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3.5.1.1. Shielding Gas Flow 
Before depositing a layer, shielding gas flowed for ten seconds to flush the lines of 
atmospheric contamination. After deposition began, shielding gas flowed continuously until the 
layer was completed. Effective shielding was accomplished with a shielding gas flow rate 
between 8 and 10 l/min per torch. 
After depositing a dab, the torches remained stationary for some time, known as the post-
gas time, which allowed the dab to cool before moving the protective inert gas envelope. Based 
on visual inspection, three seconds was determined to be sufficient to avoid excessive oxidation. 
After the post gas time elapsed, the deposition head moved to the next dab location and 
the process paused for one second with the shielding gas flowing. The one second delay, known 
as the pre-gas time, was intended to allow the shielding gas envelope to stabilize before 
depositing the next dab. 
3.5.1.2. Welding Current 
 Peak Welding Current 
Peak welding current was applied to the workpiece at the beginning of each dabbing 
cycle to form a molten pool. To limit total heat input and form the molten pool as quickly as 
possible, the maximum possible welding current, 25A per torch, was used as the peak welding 
current for all dabber deposition mode experiments. 
 Background Welding Current 
Background-level welding current was used during wire feeding and retraction. Three 
background welding current levels—25, 20, and 15A per torch—were selected through prior 
experimentation. 
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3.5.1.1. Wire Feed Distance 
 Wire feed distance, the amount of wire fed per dab, did not strongly affect deposit 
quality. Wire feed distances ranging from 20 to 75mm were tried and all wire feed distances 
produced fully dense and geometrically consistent deposits. 
 Although wire feed distance did not affect deposit quality, wire feed distance affected the 
deposit geometry, with longer wire feed distances producing larger diameter and taller dabs. 
Downward arc force caused the dabs to expand more rapidly radially than axially with increasing 
wire feed distance. Consequently, layer width increased more rapidly than layer height with 
increasing wire feed distance. 
 Because the desired total wall width for the present research was an approximately 6mm 
wide wall, the wire feed distance required to produce a 6mm diameter dab was experimentally 
determined and a 30mm wire feed distance was used for all power settings. 
3.5.1.2. Wire Feed Speed 
Wire feed speed depended on the background welding current as expected because the 
background welding current determines the power input during wire feeding and, therefore, the 
melting rate, which is proportional to the wire feed speed if the wire melts at the same rate it is 
fed.  
To keep total heat input as low as possible, the maximum useable wire feed speed for 
each background current level was found. At excessively high wire feed speeds, the wire did not 
melt as quickly as it was fed and forcefully pressed against the bottom of the molten pool, 
causing buckling and deposit geometric irregularities. 
The maximum wire feed speed for each background welding current level is given in 
Table X. Wire feed speed generally increased with increasing background welding current, but 
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the relationship was highly nonlinear. The nonlinear relationship between background welding 
current and wire feed speed is likely explained by the nonlinear nature of power input as a 
function of current. 
Table X: Dabber Mode Maximum Useable Wire Feed Speeds 
 
 Low-Power Mid-Power High-Power 
Background Welding Current (A/torch) 15 20 25 
Wire Feed Speed (mm/s) 15 16 21.5 
 
3.5.1.3. Wire Feed Delay Time 
Wire feed delay time allowed a molten pool to form before feeding wire. The pool had to 
be large enough so it would not immediately solidify when the wire came into contact with it. 
With the peak welding current fixed at 25A/torch, the minimum time required to form a suitably 
large molten pool was experimentally determined to be about 1.5s. 
Using a slightly longer than necessary wire feed delay time increased heat input slightly, 
but made the process more tolerant to small process variations. Excessive wire feed delay times 
produced large pools that caused deposit geometric irregularities. Consequently, the wire feed 
delay time used for deposition experiments was increased slightly from the minimum of 1.5s to 
1.75s.  
With a 1.75s wire feed delay time, a short transient region occurred at the beginning of 
each layer as the workpiece warmed. The transient region was apparent for 2-3 dabs and did not 
significantly impact deposit quality in the straight wall specimens deposited because each layer 
was shorter than the previous layer. However, the transient could cause issues in other than linear 
dab-after-dab deposition strategies. 
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3.5.1.4. Wire Feed Retraction Distance and Speed 
Wire feed retract distance and speed were neither expected or found to significantly 
impact the deposition process. In general, if the wire retract speed was sufficient to withdraw the 
wire from the pool before solidification, no differences were noted with varying wire feed 
retraction speeds. Similarly, if the wire was retracted rapidly enough and far enough outside of 
the arc plasma region to prevent melting at its tip, no differences were noted with varying wire 
feed retraction distances. Consequently, the wire feed retraction distance and speed were fixed at 
8mm and 100mm/s, respectively, for all deposition experiments. 
3.5.1.5. Travel Speed 
Travel speed was not critical in dabber deposition mode because no travel occurred 
during deposition and 400mm/min travel speed between dab locations was selected based on the 
gantry’s capabilities. 
3.5.1.6. Dab Spacing 
Walls built using wire and arc AM methods have been characterized by their total and 
effective wall widths, which are measured according to Figure 85. By maximizing the ratio of 
effective wall width to total wall width, waste material and post-build machining time are 
minimized [11]. Factors that influence the wall-width ratio in dabber deposition mode are the 
center-to-center spacing of the dabs, diameter of dabs, and the physical properties of molten 




Figure 86. Schematic showing wall thickness measurement method [11]. 
  
Ignoring the effects of surface tension and assuming dabs with circular cross sections, a 
simple geometric analysis can be performed to determine the effect of dab spacing on the 
effective and total wall width ratio. Figure 86 shows a sequence of overlapping dabs with lines 
indicating the effective wall width 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸. 
 
 
Figure 87. Top view of overlapping spot welds showing effective wall width WE. 
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Because of the overlapping dabs deposited by PP3D have approximately circular cross 
sections, the effective wall width (𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸) can be expressed as a function of the pool radius 𝑟𝑟 and 
the dab spacing 𝑑𝑑, shown in Figure 87. 
 
 
Figure 88. Top view of two overlapping spot welds. 
  
Using Figure 87 and the Pythagorean Theorem, Equation 37 can be written. 
𝑟𝑟2 = �𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸2 �2 + �𝑑𝑑2�2 37 
  
 If 𝑑𝑑 is expressed as a multiple of 𝑟𝑟 (i.e. 𝑑𝑑 = 𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟, where 𝑛𝑛 is a positive real number), 
Equation 38 results. 
𝑟𝑟2 = �𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸2 �2 + �𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟2 �2 38 
  
Solving for 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸 and simplifying produces Equation 39. 
𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸 = 2𝑟𝑟�1 − 𝑛𝑛24  39 
  
From Equation 39 it can be seen that, for a fixed value of 𝑟𝑟, 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸 decreases as 𝑛𝑛 increases, 




Figure 89. Schematic diagram comparing WE for n = 1.5 and n = 1.  
  
𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸 can be divided by 𝑟𝑟 to give a dimensionless parameter as a function of 𝑛𝑛, which is 
plotted in Figure 89. In Figure 89 𝑛𝑛 varies between 0 and 2. In practice, when 𝑛𝑛 = 0, there is no 
movement between dabs and when 𝑛𝑛 > 2, the deposit is discontinuous. 
 
 
Figure 90. WE/r versus n. 
Plot indicates that effective wall thickness of a single layer is a maximum of 2r at n=0, and rapidly 














In addition to affecting the effective wall width, the value of 𝑛𝑛 also influences the linear 
heat input because 𝑛𝑛 determines how many dabs will occur within a given distance. The gross 
heat input per dab is given by Equation 40. 





where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 is the gross heat input per dab, 𝐼𝐼 is the welding current, 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 is the arc voltage, and 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 
is the time per dab. 𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 can be assumed equal welding voltage 𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 and can be approximated with 
Equation 22. 
Gross linear heat input (𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿) is found by Equation 41. 
𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿 = 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟  41 
  
Multiplying 𝐻𝐻𝐿𝐿 by 𝑟𝑟 and dividing by 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 isolates the effect of 𝑛𝑛, as is shown in Figure 90. 
At small values of 𝑛𝑛, the linear heat input is high, approaching infinity as 𝑛𝑛 approaches zero.  
 
 
Figure 91. HLr/Hd versus n. 



















Taken together, Figure 89 and Figure 90 show that for a single layer deposit an 
intermediate value of 𝑛𝑛 should be chosen to balance efficient material use with low linear heat 
input. 
 For multiple layer deposits, relatively wide dab spacing can produce walls with high 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸
𝑠𝑠
 
ratios. Figure 86, Figure 87, and Figure 88 show only one deposit layer, but if a subsequent layer 
is deposited so the dabs are offset by one-half the dab spacing (i.e. 0.5𝑑𝑑 or 0.5𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟) relative to the 
dab locations on the previous layer, unfilled areas left by the previous layer may be filled. Figure 
91 compares 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸 to 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸′, the effective wall width with two offset layer. As n decreases, 𝑊𝑊𝐸𝐸′ also 
decreases, but the decrease is much less than with only one layer. As Figure 92 shows, even with 




Figure 92. Comparison of effective wall width with one and two passes. 
Effective wall width from one pass (WE) compared to the effective wall width from two passes (𝑾𝑾𝑬𝑬′ ) with 





Figure 93. WE’/r versus n for 2 layers deposited with 0.5nr offset. 
Plot indicates that effective wall thickness with two layers decreases much less rapidly than with a single 
layer, allowing relatively wide dab spacing to efficiently use material. 
  
Because a 6mm total wall width was targeted, the drop radius 𝑟𝑟 was assumed to be 3mm. 
Dab spacing 𝑑𝑑 was set at 4mm, making 𝑛𝑛 1.33, which balances linear heat input with effective 
wall width according to Figure 89 and Figure 90. Each subsequent layer dab location was offset 
by 2mm, which is 0.5𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟, from the previous layer dab location. 
3.5.1.7. Summary of Dabber Process Parameters 
Table XI lists the process parameters and their corresponding values used to deposit test 
specimens. Gross linear heat input and deposition rate were calculated with Equations 42 and 43, 
respectively, and are also listed in Table VIII. 
𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 = 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  42 
  
where 𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔 is the gross linear heat input, 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 is the gross heat input per dab (from Equation 40), 
and 𝑑𝑑 is the dab spacing. 


















where 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 is deposition rate, 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 is the wire density, 𝑙𝑙𝑤𝑤 is the wire feed distance, 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤 is the wire 
diameter, and 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑 is the time per dab. Wire density was assumed to be 8.00g/cm3. 
Table XI: Dabber Mode Deposition Parameters Used for Builds 
 
 Low-Power Mid-Power High-Power 
Peak Welding Current (A/torch) 25 25 25 
Background Welding Current (A/torch) 15 20 25 
Wire Feed Delay Time (s) 1.75 1.75 1.75 
Wire Feed Speed (mm/s) 15 16 21.5 
Wire Diameter (mm) 1.14 1.14 1.14 
Wet Time (s) 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Wire Retract Distance (mm) 8 8 8 
Wire Retract Speed (mm/s) 100 100 100 
Dab Spacing (mm) 4 4 4 
Travel Speed (mm/min) 400 400 400 
Pre-Gas Time (s) 1 1 1 
Orifice Gas Flow Rate (l/min/Torch) 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Shielding Gas Flow Rate (l/min/Torch) 8-10 8-10 8-10 
Gross Linear Heat Input (J/mm) 1570 1760 1740 
Time per Dab (s/dab) 8.48 8.36 7.88 
Deposition Rate (g/hr) 104 106 112 
  
 Deposition rate is much lower with dabber deposition mode than with continuous 
deposition mode, partly because almost half of the time per dab is spent applying pre- and post-
gas. If a purge chamber were added to the PP3D system, pre- and post-gas could be eliminated, 
nearly doubling the deposition rate. However, even if a purge chamber were added, deposition 
would be slower in dabber mode than in continuous mode because of time spent forming a 





4. Material Characterization 
Specimens deposited with each deposition mode and process parameter set were 
characterized by measuring their composition, layer thickness, and characterizing their 
macrostructures and microstructures. 
4.1. Experimental Procedure 
 Material Chemistry 
Optical emission spectrometry (OES) was used to measure the deposits’ composition. A 
SPECTRO SpectroMAXx benchtop OES system was used. A flat spot was machined on each 
specimen and the area to be tested was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol immediately prior to 
testing. Three locations on each specimen were tested and the average was recorded. 
Because the spectrometer analyzed a relatively large area, any localized segregation 
effects were averaged and the bulk composition was measured. Although compositional 
gradients are expected in metal deposited by welding processes due to solidification segregation, 
the bulk composition is useful because it approximates the molten pool’s composition in its well-
mixed regions and can be used to calculate the 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 to predict solidification behavior. 
 Layer Thickness 
Layer thickness was measured following each pass with a dial caliper. The total specimen 
height was measured from the gantry table. Three measurements were taken near the middle of 
the specimen and the average was recorded. Layer heights were not measured at the ends of each 
layer because distortion of the workpiece due to residual stresses raised the ends of the substrate 
from the gantry table. 
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 Metallography 
Sections were cut from the linear wall specimens by a liquid-cooled metallography 
preparation saw and mounted in Bakelite plastic. Sections were taken so that the microstructure 
could be viewed in the xy-, xz, and yz-planes. 
The mounted specimens were ground and rough-polished using wet silicon carbide 
abrasive papers, starting with 60-grit and progressing to 600-grit paper in several steps. Rough 
polishing was followed by fine polishing on microfiber pads using 15-, 5-, and 1-micron alumina 
slurries. Final polishing was done using a 0.25-miron diamond slurry on a Metlab Corporation 
Chem Pad. 
4.1.3.1. Macrographs 
Macrograph specimens were etched with Marble’s reagent, which is composed of 10g 
Cu2SO4, 50ml concentrated HCl, and 50ml water. Macrographs were taken with a Leica S8APO 
microscope fitted with a Leica DFC295 camera. Macrographs were used to characterize the grain 
structure of the specimens on a relatively large scale and to measure the total and effective wall 
widths according to Figure 85. 
4.1.3.2. Micrographs 
Specimens for microscopy were etched using Vilella’s reagent, which is composed of 1g 
picric acid, 5ml concentrated hydrochloric acid, and 100ml ethanol. Etching time varied with 
specimen location, with deposited metal etching more quickly than the wrought substrate. 
Micrographs were taken using either a Leica DM750P optical microscope with a Leica DFC295 
camera or a Leica DM750M optical microscope with a Leica MC170 HD Camera. Micrographs 
were used to characterize small-scale grain features, as well as subgrain features. 
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4.2. Results and Discussion 
 Material Chemistry 
Although the chemical composition of the wire feedstock was known, processing was 
expected to cause the deposit’s composition to differ from that of the wire. Three specific 
mechanisms—vaporization, oxidation, and gas absorption— were expected cause compositional 
changes. Vaporization and oxidation would cause a reduction in concentration of species with 
high vapor pressure and high affinity for oxygen, respectively. Gas absorption would cause an 
increase in concentration of gases with significant solubility in the melt. Nitrogen was of 




Table XII lists the composition of the wire, which was taken from the manufacturer’s 
certification and the composition of deposits, which was measured by OES. The results suggest 
that chromium and manganese were lost by vaporization and oxidation and nitrogen was 
absorbed from the atmosphere. Chromium loss and nitrogen absorption caused the WRC-1992  
𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 to decrease during deposition, which is shown in Table XII. Although the 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 decreased 
during deposition, the WRC-1992 diagram predicts Type FA solidification using either the wire 



























Cr 19.720 19.04 19.23 19.34 19.57 19.38 19.43 
Ni 9.713 9.82 9.53 9.68 9.72 9.64 9.59 
Mn 1.990 1.57 1.48 1.53 1.28 1.33 1.41 
Si 0.390 0.20 0.23 0.18 0.29 0.35 0.28 
Cu 0.300 0.323 0.257 0.289 0.311 0.264 0.287 
Mo 0.140 0.110 0.135 0.121 0.146 0.132 0.129 
N 0.029 0.052 0.057 0.043 0.062 0.045 0.052 
P 0.028 0.024 0.014 0.013 0.022 0.030 0.021 
C 0.016 0.010 0.012 0.015 0.012 0.013 0.009 
S 0.009 0.004 0.002 0.012 0.013 0.010 0.009 
Fe Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance 
Creq 19.9 19.2 19.4 19.5 19.7 19.5 19.6 
Nieq 10.9 11.3 11.2 11.1 11.5 11.1 11.0 
Creq/Nieq 1.82 1.70 1.74 1.75 1.72 1.76 1.78 
 
 Layer Thickness 
4.2.2.1. Continuous Mode 
When deposited using the continuous deposition mode, layer thickness was found to vary 
as a function of deposition direction. Deposition with –y-travel produced significantly thicker 
layers, as shown in Table XIII. The low-power parameter set produced the thickest layers, but 
was most affected by changing travel direction, indicated by the ratio of thicknesses in Table 
XIII. 
Table XIII: Continuous Mode Layer Thicknesses 
 
 Low-Power Mid-Power High-Power 
-y-Travel Average Layer Thickness (mm) 1.78 1.51 1.26 
+y-Travel Average Layer Thickness (mm) 1.19 1.20 1.20 
-y:+y Travel Thickness Ratio (mm) 1.50 1.26 1.05 
 
Examining video footage during deposition showed that forces exerted by the impinging 
arcs likely influenced the layer height. Figure 93 shows that with –y-travel Arc 1 pushes on the 
pools leading surface along the layer’s centerline. Arcs 2 and 3 act on the trailing surface on 
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either side of the centerline. Because all three arc forces push the pool inward, the pool’s center 
rises and a relatively thick layer results with –y-travel. 
 
 
Figure 94. Pools and arcs with –y-travel (left) and +y-travel (right). 
  
With +y-travel, Arcs 2 and 3 act on the pool’s leading surface. Arc 1 acts on the trailing 
surface at the layer’s centerline, pushing the pool forward and downward, producing a thinner 
layer than with –y-travel. 
Arcs 2 and 3 contact the pool away from the centerline with –y-travel because the arcs 
were aimed to nearly converge at the centerline prior to adding wire. When wire was added, the 
pool’s surface rose, causing the arc to contact the pool away from the centerline. The distance 
from the centerline to Arcs 2 and 3 was proportional to the layer thickness, which may explain 
why the high-power parameter set was the least sensitive to travel direction and the low-power 
parameter set was the most sensitive. 
Because layer thicknesses vary with travel direction, PP3D’s continuous deposition mode 
is sensitive to travel direction and Hypothesis #1, which posited that sensitivity to travel 
direction would be eliminated, is not true for the continuous deposition mode. However, the 
directional sensitivity was reduced compared to conventional single torch systems because PP3D 
made fully dense, geometrically regular deposits with both +y and –y-travel directions. Several 
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changes may further reduce the sensitivity, and should be investigated in future work. Changes to 
reduce directional sensitivity include inclining the torches closer to normal to the workpiece, 
using helium orifice gas to reduce arc forces, and using process parameters that deposit thinner 
layers. 
4.2.2.2. Dabber Mode 
Layer thicknesses for the three dabber deposition mode parameter sets are listed in Table 
XIV. Because the deposition head was stationary during actual deposition in the dabber mode, no 
significant directional sensitivity was found when comparing +y travel to –y travel. Layer 
thicknesses for all process parameter sets were approximately equal, which is largely explained 
by all process parameter sets using the same wire feed distance (30mm) and producing 
approximately equal wall thicknesses (6mm).  
Table XIV: Dabber Mode Layer Thicknesses 
 
 Low-Power Mid-Power High-Power 
-y Average Layer Thickness (mm) 1.18 1.12 1.14 
+y Average Layer Thickness (mm) 1.17 1.13 1.14 
-y:+y Thickness Ratio (mm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
 Because dabber mode was insensitive to travel direction, Hypothesis #1 appears to be 
true for dabber mode. However, no x-direction travel was used in the present work and it is not 
known if dabber mode is directionally sensitive with x-travel. However, because no travel occurs 
during actual deposition in dabber mode, it seems likely that travel in either x-direction will not 
affect layer thickness. 
 Metallography 
Both deposition modes and all process parameter sets deposited material containing 
features typical of austenitic stainless steel weld metal. Austenite was the dominant phase and a 
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small fraction of ferrite was also present. The ferrite’s morphology depended on the location 
within each specimen and the process parameters used.  
Although microstructures produced by Type FA solidification were most common, 
microstructures suggesting Types A and AF solidification were also present. Type FA was 
expected to occur most commonly because of the alloy’s 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
, but local variations in 
solidification conditions and chemistry could have shifted the solidification mode from Type FA 
to Type A or AF. For example, if shielding gas was momentarily displaced by a draft, the molten 
metal could have absorbed atmospheric nitrogen. The absorbed nitrogen would have lowered the 
𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 and possibly shifted the solidification mode to a primary austenite solidification mode. 
Figure 40 suggests that rapid solidification rates may also cause primary austenite solidification 
modes in alloys that solidify as primary ferrite with moderate solidification rates, although no 
𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
 measured in this work was low enough to predict Types A or AF solidification. 
4.2.3.1. Continuous Deposition Mode 
Continuous deposition produced grain orientations that reflected the temperature 
gradient’s direction during solidification. Grains were also relatively large and were sometimes 
continuous through multiple layers. These results are consistent with previous wire and arc AM 
research involving austenitic stainless steels [16, 17].  
 High-Power Parameter Set 
4.2.3.1.1.1. Macrographs 
Figure 94 is a macrograph of the upper 14 layers in a deposit made with the high-power 
continuous mode. Numerous nominally columnar grains several millimeters long can be seen. 
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The grains frequently span multiple layers and many of the grains’ long axes are oriented nearly 
vertically, which causes an overall vertical texture within the specimen. 
The total wall width measured from macrograph cross sections was 7.1mm and the 
effective wall width was 4.9mm, giving an effective to total wall width ratio of 0.69.  
 
 
Figure 95. High-power continuous mode macrostructure in upper 14 layers. 
Grains are oriented with their long axes nearly vertical, producing an overall vertical texture in the 
specimen. Grains also frequently persist across fusion boundaries. 
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4.2.3.1.1.2. Micrographs 
Of the continuous deposition mode parameter sets, the high-power set deposited material 
with the finest subgrain features. The high-power parameter set had higher travel speed 
(90mm/min) and lower heat input (23.5J/mm) than either the low- or mid-power parameter sets, 
which may partially explain the finer subgrain features seen in material deposited with the high-
power parameter set.  
 Type FA solidification occurred most commonly, but areas with features indicating Type 
AF solidification were also found. Figure 95, Figure 96, and Figure 97 and their captions show 
and describe the microstructures in material deposited with the high-power continuous 
deposition parameter set.  
 
 
Figure 96. High-power continouous mode microsturcture at fusion boundary between 23rd and 24th layers. 
Features suggesting Type FA solidification dominate with both skeletal and lathy ferrite morphologies. 






Figure 97. High-power continuous microstructure at fusion boundary between 13th and 14th layers. 
Type FA solidification with skeletal ferrite morphology. Grain orientation is approximately vertical on 




Figure 98. High-power continuous microstructure with fusion boundary between third and fourth layers. 
Type FA solidification was dominant with both skeletal and lathy ferrite morphologies. Grain orientation 
is continuous across the fusion boundary. 
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 Mid-Power Parameter Set 
4.2.3.1.2.1. Macrographs 
Material deposited using the mid-power continuous parameter set did not have a strong 
vertical texture like the high-power continuous parameter set nor many grains that extended 
through multiple layers, as shown by Figure 98.  
The total wall width measured from macrograph cross sections was 8.0mm and the 
effective wall width was 5.5mm, giving an effective to total wall width ratio of 0.69. 
 
 
Figure 99. Mid-power continuous mode macrostructure. 




Micrographs show that material deposited with the mid-power continuous parameter set 
had slightly coarser subgrain structure than material deposited with the high-power continuous 
parameter set. Type FA solidification dominated, with mostly skeletal ferrite morphology, 
although areas of lathy ferrite were also found. Microstructures produced by Type AF 
solidification also occurred sporadically throughout the specimen. 
Figure 99, Figure 100, and Figure 101 and their captions show and describe the 




Figure 100. Mid-power continuous microstructure between first and second layers.  





Figure 101.  Mid-power continuous microstructure at the bottom of the top layer. 





Figure 102. Mid-power continuous microstructure at fusion boundary between substrate and first layer. 
Substrate etched lighter than the deposited metal and few features are visible in the substrate. Skeletal 
ferrite in the deposited metal indicates Type FA solidification. 
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 Low-Power Parameter Set 
4.2.3.1.3.1. Macrographs 
Of the continuous mode parameter sets, the low-power parameter set produced the 
coarsest subgrain features, some of which are visible in Figure 102. No strong vertical texture is 
apparent in Figure 102. 
The total wall width measured from macrograph cross sections was 7.3mm and the 
effective wall width was 5.6mm, giving an effective to total wall width ratio of 0.77. 
 
 
Figure 103. Low-power continouous mode macrostructure. 
Few grains are oriented vertically and few persist across fusion boundaries. 
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4.2.3.1.3.2. Micrographs 
Subgrain features were coarser than with the mid- and high-power parameter sets. Type 
FA solidification dominated and the ferrite was mostly skeletal, with areas of acicular ferrite near 
fusion boundaries. Figure 103, Figure 104, and Figure 105 and their captions show and describe 
the representative microstructures in material deposited with the low-power continuous 
deposition parameter set. 
 
 
Figure 104. Low-power continuous microstructure at left side of top layer. 





Figure 105. Low-power continuous microstructure at fusion boundary between third and fourth layers. 




Figure 106. Low-power continuous microstructure at fusion boundary between substrate and first layer. 
Acicular ferrite is present along the fusion boundary and skeletal ferrite is above. 
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 Continuous Deposition Mode Summary 
The continuous mode parameter sets produced microstructures typical of austenitic 
stainless steel weld metal. Although some vertical grain texture was evident in the specimens 
deposited with the high-power parameter set, it was less than was expected based on previous 
research.  
It is posited that the temperature profile shown in Figure 106 may have hindered vertical 
texture formation. The pool temperature is approximately the alloy’s liquidus temperature TL at 
the pool’s perimeter. The pool temperature increases above TL moving inward along the coarse 
dashed line and peaks where the arcs contact the pool. Moving further inward, the pool 
temperature decreases to TL near the wire at the center of the pool. 
 
 
Figure 107. Posited pool temperature profile in continuous deposition mode. 
  
 Because all continuous deposition mode metallographic specimens were deposited 
traveling in the –y-direction, the cooler center region may have persisted long enough to affect 
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solidification behavior as observed in the metallographic specimens. The temperature profile in 
Figure 106 is supported by the fusion boundary shapes in Figure 94, Figure 98, and Figure 102 
 If +y-travel was used, Arc 1 would follow the wire, heating the center region and 
changing the temperature profile. Because the temperature profile would differ between –y- and 
+y-travel, solidification behavior would be expected to differ. Experiments investigating the 
effect of travel direction on microstructures and macrostructures in material deposited by 
continuous mode should be conducted as future work. 
Continuous mode produced total wall widths between 7.1 and 8.0mm and effective wall 
widths between 4.9 and 5.5mm, giving effective to total wall width ratios ranging from 0.69-
0.77.  
4.2.3.2. Dabber Deposition Mode 
Although the phases and morphologies were similar between dabber and continuous 
modes, micrographs indicate that dabber mode produced material with finer subgrain structures 
than in continuous mode, especially with the low- and mid-power dabber mode process 
parameter sets. 
 Micrographs also show grain orientation changes at fusion boundaries, indicating that 
the hypothesized grain refinement mechanism illustrated in Figure 8 occurs in dabber mode. 
However, macrographs showed grains persisting over long distances and through multiple layers, 
suggesting that dabber mode does not completely eliminate large grains through multiple layers. 
 High-Power Parameter Set 
4.2.3.2.1.1. Macrographs 
Figure 107 shows that the high-power parameter set had a strong vertical texture, with 
numerous grains oriented nearly vertical. Grains commonly persisted across fusion boundaries, 
but grains did not frequently grow through more than 3 layers, suggesting that grain growth was 
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hindered somewhat, possibly by the hypothesized grain refinement mechanism shown in Figure 
8. 
 The total wall width measured from macrograph cross sections was 6.7mm and the 
effective wall width was 5.8mm, giving an effective to total wall width ratio of 0.87, which was 
the highest ratio of any parameter set tried. 
 
 
Figure 108. High-power dabber macrostructure. 
Grains’ long axes are commonly oriented nearly vertically, giving the macrostructure a strong vertical 
texture. Grains are frequently continuous through 2-3 layers. 
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Of the dabber deposition mode parameter sets, the high-power set generally produced the 
coarsest microstructures. Type FA solidification normally occurred but Types A and AF 
solidification also occurred sporadically throughout the specimen. Figure 108, Figure 109, and 
Figure 110 and their captions show and describe the representative microstructures in material 
deposited with the high-power dabber deposition parameter set. 
 
 
Figure 109. High-power dabber microstructure at fusion boundary between 8th and 9th layers.  
Numerous grain orientations are visible with mixed skeletal and lathy ferrite morphologies. 




Figure 110. High-power dabber microstructure at fusion boundary between 7th and 8th layers. 
Skeletal and lathy ferrite morphologies are dominant. 
   
 
 
Figure 111. High-power dabber microstructure at fusion boundary between 3rd and 4th layers. 
Well-defined cellular grains in fourth layer indicate Type A solidification. 
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 Mid-Power Parameter Set 
4.2.3.2.2.1. Macrographs 
Specimens deposited using the mid-power dabber mode parameter set showed strong 
vertical texture, particularly near the specimen’s center, shown in Figure 111. Grains frequently 
were continuous through two or three layers. 
The total wall width measured from macrograph cross sections was 6.0mm and the 
effective wall width was 4.8mm, giving an effective to total wall width ratio of 0.8. 
 
 
Figure 112. Mid-power dabber macrostructure. 
Grains’ long axes are commonly oriented nearly vertically, giving the macrostructure a strong vertical 
texture. Grains are frequently continuous through 2-3 layers. 
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4.2.3.2.2.2. Micrographs 
The mid-power dabber mode parameter set generally deposited finer subgrain structures 
than the high-power dabber parameter set. No features from Type A solidification were observed 
with in the mid-power dabber specimens, but numerous areas with Type AF features were seen. 
Figure 112, Figure 113, and Figure 114 and their captions show and describe the representative 
microstructures in material deposited with the mid-power dabber deposition parameter set.  
 
 
Figure 113. Mid-power dabber microstructure in third and fourth layers. 
Microstructures produced by Types FA and AF are present and grains are oriented in numerous 





Figure 114. Mid-power dabber microstructure at fusion boundary between top and second to top layers. 




Figure 115. Mid-power dabber microstructure at fusion boundary between 12th an 13th layers. 
Type AF solidification was common in this area, although areas of skeletal and lathy ferrite indicate Type 
FA solidification as well. Some continuity across the fusion boundary is shown at top center. 
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 Low-Power Parameter Set 
The low-power dabber parameter set produced material with strong vertical texture and 
numerous grains persisting through multiple layers, as shown in Figure 115. 
The total wall width measured from macrograph cross sections was 6.0mm and the 
effective wall width was 4.6mm, giving an effective to total wall width ratio of 0.77. 
 
 
Figure 116. Low-power dabber macrostructure. 
Grains’ long axes are frequently oriented nearly vertically, producing a strong vertical texture. Grains 
commonly persist through 2-3 layers. 
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The low-power dabber parameter set produced similarly sized subgrain features as the 
mid-power dabber parameter set. However, more acicular ferrite was found in deposits made 
with the low-power parameter set than in deposits made with the mid-power set. Figure 116, 
Figure 117, Figure 118, and Figure 119 and their captions show and describe the representative 
microstructures in material deposited with the low-power dabber deposition parameter set. 
 
 
Figure 117. Low-power dabber microstructure in second layer. 






Figure 118. Low-power dabber microstructure in the 9th layer. 




Figure 119. Low-power dabber microstructure along fusion boundary between 24th and 25th layers. 
Grain orientation is different on each side of the fusion boundary. Skeletal ferrite in lower left corner 
suggests Type FA solidification. Cellular austenite with ferrite along solidification subgrain boundaries at 





Figure 120. Low-power dabber microstructure along fusion boundary between the 17th and 18th layers. 
Austenite with skeletal ferrite is present in 17th layer (lower left). Cellular austenite with ferrite along 
solidification subgrain boundaries at right indicate Type AF solidification in the 18th layer. Grain 
orientations change across the fusion boundary. 
  
4.2.3.3. Dabber Mode Summary 
Dabber mode deposited material with typical austenitic weld metal features. Although 
subgrain features were generally smaller with dabber mode than continuous mode, material 
deposited with dabber mode had numerous grains that were oriented nearly vertically and that 
persisted through several layers. Consequently, the grain refinement mechanism associated with 
Hypothesis #2 was not effective at eliminating grains persisting through multiple layers, 
although micrographs indicate that the hypothesized grain refinement mechanism occurred. 
The strong vertical texture may have formed because the arcs were stationary during 
deposition, causing the temperature gradient to also be stationary during solidification. At the 
center of each dab the gradient would then be upward throughout solidification, causing the 
strong vertical texture. 
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The low- and mid-power dabber parameter sets produced the finest subgrain features of 
the parameter sets. Micrographs showed numerous changes in microstructure orientation across 
fusion boundaries in material deposited with dabber mode, suggesting that the hypothesized 
grain refinement mechanism occurred to a limited extent, even though it was not entirely 
effective, as indicated by the macrographs. 
Total wall widths ranged from 6.0 to 6.7mm and effective wall widths were between 4.6 
to 5.8mm. Effective to total wall width ratios were generally higher with dabber mode than 
continuous mode and ranged from 0.77-0.87. Higher effective to total wall width ratios suggest 
that less material would be removed during post-deposition machining operations of real AM 
components with components deposited with dabber mode than those deposited with continuous 
mode. 












5. Solidification Condition Models 
Heat transfer was simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics software for continuous and 
dabber deposition modes. Solidification conditions including the temperature gradient and 
solidification rate were estimated for the low-, mid-, and high-power dabber and continuous 
deposition process parameter sets. 
The temperature gradient was also estimated for the continuous deposition mode process 
parameter sets using Rosenthal’s 3D analytical solution, which approximates heat flow in 
welding processes that use a heat source traveling at a constant speed on a plate [67]. Because 
Rosenthal’s solutions use a moving coordinate system, the heat flow reaches a quasi-steady-state 
condition after an initial transient in a sufficiently long weld if the process parameters and 
workpiece geometry and properties do not change during welding [15, 67]. Because the 
continuous deposition mode process parameters are constant with time, except during initial pool 
formation, steady state conditions were expected in the middle of each layer, making Rosenthal’s 
solution applicable to the continuous mode. Results from continuous mode COMSOL models 
were compared to results from Rosenthal’s 3D solution to determine if the COMSOL models 
were valid. Perfect agreement between COMSOL results and Rosenthal’s solution were not 
expected because of differing assumptions between the two methods. 
Although Rosenthal’s solution was appropriate for continuous deposition mode, the 
dabber mode could not reach a steady-state condition because the arc heat flux varied with time 
and travel speed was zero during actual deposition. Consequently, the dabber mode simulation 
results could not be directly compared to Rosenthal’s solution for verification. 
However, the dabber deposition mode models were indirectly verified because they were 
constructed by slightly modifying the previously verified continuous mode models. The only 
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change made to convert the continuous mode models to dabber mode model was changing the 
heat flux to be function of time, instead of constant with time. 
5.1. Geometry 
The 6.4mm wide, 25mm tall, and 200 mm long bar shown in Figure 120 was used in the 
models. No material addition was considered in the models. 
 
 
Figure 121. Workpiece geometry model used in continuous and dabber mode heat flow simulations. 
Boundary conditions are also shown. “x” indicates the initial center point of the arc heat flux. 
  
5.2. Boundary Conditions 
As shown in Figure 120, the workpiece’s bottom was thermally insulated and its vertical 
and top faces were diffuse surfaces free to radiate to the environment with emissivity of 0.8. 
Natural convection was also applied to the vertical and top faces. Evaporative cooling from the 
molten pool surface, detailed in Section 3.3.1.2.2.2, was also applied to the workpiece’s top 
surface.  
 Continuous Mode Arc Heat Flux 
Arc heat flux was applied to the workpiece’s top surface as a Gaussian distribution with a 
standard deviation of 1mm. Heat transfer efficiency was assumed to be 0.5 for all process 
parameter sets, net arc power was calculated using Equation 23 and the process parameter values 
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in Table VIII were applied. The preheating cycle used with the low-power parameter set was 
ignored in the models. 
The applied arc heat flux started 20mm from the workpiece’s left end, shown in Figure 
120, and moved in the y-direction at the travel speeds listed in Table VIII. 
 Dabber Mode Arc Heat Flux 
Arc heat flux was applied to the workpiece’s top surface as a Gaussian distribution with a 
standard deviation of 1mm. Heat transfer efficiency was assumed to be 0.5 for all process 
parameter sets and net arc powers were calculated using Equation 23 and the process parameter 
values in Table XI. 
The net arc heat flux was a function of time, as shown in Figure 121. The peak time was 
the wire feed delay time, the background time was the sum of the wire feeding time, wet time, 
and wire retract time, and the dab delay time was the sum of the post-gas time, travel time, and 
pre-gas time. All times were rounded to the nearest 0.1s and are listed in Table XV. The arc heat 
flux’s center was moved in 4mm steps after each dab cycle, which corresponds with the dab 
spacing used experimentally. 
 
 






Table XV: Dabber Mode Times Used for COMSOL Models. 
 
 Low-Power Mid-Power High-Power 
Peak Time (s) 1.8 1.8 1.8 
Background Time (s) 2.1 2.0 1.5 
Dab Delay Time (s) 4.6 4.6 4.6 
 
5.3. Material Properties 
The material properties for 304 stainless steel in Section 3.3.1.2 were applied to the bar. 
5.4. Results and Discussion 
 Data Analysis Procedure 
Because the workpiece is initially at room temperature and warms as a layer is deposited, 
solidification conditions are expected to vary during deposition. However, a quasi-steady state 
condition is expected near the middle of each layer if the layers are sufficiently long and the 
solidification conditions were evaluated near the middle of a 180mm long layer. Solidification 
conditions at mid-layer were assumed to be representative of each dabber mode and parameter 
set. 
Solidification conditions are also expected to vary across the layer’s cross section and the 
solidification conditions were evaluated along the bar’s central yz-plane. The values at the center 
yz-plane were taken as representative and used to compare the process parameter sets and 
deposition modes. 
When welding alloys, a partially melted zone forms and the solid-liquid interface is not 
sharply-defined. To approximate the solid-liquid interface’s location in the model results, a 
1700K isotherm was plotted and assumed to be the solid-liquid interface. 1700K was chosen for 
the isotherm because it is approximately halfway between 304L stainless steel’s solidus and 
liquidus temperatures in Table IV. 
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 Continuous Deposition Mode Results 
 Temperature gradients in in the liquid with the three continuous deposition mode 
parameter sets are shown with a color scale in Figure 122, Figure 123, and Figure 124.  
 
 
Figure 123. Temperature gradient in liquid on yz-plane at x=0 for high-power continuous mode. 




Figure 124. Temperature gradient in liquid on yz-plane at x=0 for mid-power continuous mode. 




Figure 125. Temperature gradient in liquid on yz-plane at x=0 for low-power continuous mode. 
Gross linear heat input was 31.6J/mm. 
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Because the temperature gradient varied along the trailing solid-liquid interface, a 
reference temperature gradient was found at the top rear of the pool for each process parameter 
set and the values were compared. The temperature gradients and the solidification rates, which 
were assumed to be the travel speeds, are listed in Table XVI. 









Gross Linear Heat Input HG (J/mm) 31.6 27.0 23.5 
Temperature Gradient G (K/m) 2.27x105 1.17x105 1.63x105 
Solidification Rate R (m/s) 4.16x10-4 1.00x10-3 1.50x10-3 
GR (K/s) 95.3 117 245 
G/R (Ks/m2) 5.40x108 1.17x108 1.08x108 
 
Table XVI also lists GR and G/R for each parameter set. Because Figure 24 predicts finer 
microstructures with higher values of GR, the high-power parameter set should have produced 
finer microstructures than the low- or mid-power parameter sets, which is consistent with the 
micrographs. 
Because the morphologies seen in the metallography were similar among all the 
continuous parameter sets, no conclusions regarding the influence of 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 on morphology can be 
made.  
5.4.2.1. Comparison to Rosenthal’s 3D Equation 
Rosenthal’s three-dimensional heat flow equation was used to approximate the 
temperature gradient at the solid-liquid interface to check the validity of the continuous mode 
model solutions. Rosenthal’s 3D equation uses a mobile coordinate system where the point heat 




Figure 126. Semi-infinite plates with moving coordinate system and point heat source used for to derrive 
Rosenthal’s 3D equation [15]. 
  
Rosenthal’s equation for 3D steady state heat flow is reproduced here as Equation 44. 2𝜋𝜋(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜)𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎
= 𝑒𝑒−𝑆𝑆(𝑠𝑠−𝑆𝑆)2𝛼𝛼  44 
  
where 𝑇𝑇 is the temperature of interest, 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 is the workpiece’s initial temperature, 𝜆𝜆 is the 
workpiece thermal conductivity, 𝑟𝑟 is the radial distance from the point heat source, 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎 is the net 
power reaching the workpiece, 𝑆𝑆 is the travel speed, and 𝛼𝛼 is the workpiece thermal diffusivity. 
 Because Figure 125 shows motion along the x-axis, and the COMSOL models used 
motion along the y-axis, Equation 44 is rewritten as Equation 45. 2𝜋𝜋(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜)𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎
= 𝑒𝑒−𝑆𝑆(𝑠𝑠−𝑥𝑥)2𝛼𝛼  45 
  
 Along at the centerline of the bar’s top surface, 𝑘𝑘 and 𝑧𝑧 are zero and 𝑟𝑟 = 𝑦𝑦. Substituting 
𝑟𝑟 = 𝑦𝑦 into Equation 45 yields Equation 46. 2𝜋𝜋(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜)𝜆𝜆𝑦𝑦
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎
= 1 46 
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Rearranging Equation 46 and taking the derivative of temperature with respect to 𝑦𝑦 
produces Equation 47. 
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦
= − 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎2𝜋𝜋𝜆𝜆𝑦𝑦2 47 
  
Distance yS/L, the distance between the heat source’s center and solid-liquid interface’s 
location on the bar’s top surface, as shown in Figure 126, was found in the COMSOL models 
and the temperature gradient was evaluated at that location. The temperature gradient at the same 
point was also estimated using Equation 47. Because Equation 47 assumes constant workpiece 
thermal conductivity, 24.9 W/mK was used based on [68]. The results from each method are 
compared in Table XVII. 
 
 
Figure 127. Schematic showing temperature gradient evaluation point for continuous depostion mode. 
 








Rosenthal’s 3D Solution 
Temperature Gradient 
Magnitude (K/m) 
Low-Power 5.84 2.27x105 7.4x104 
Mid-Power 4.75 1.17x105 1.72x105 
High-Power 4.48 1.63x105 2.64x105 
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Although the results from the numerical model developed in this work do not agree 
perfectly with Rosenthal’s solution, perfect agreement was not expected. Rosenthal’s equation is 
an analytic solution using several simplifying assumptions, while the numerical models used 
fewer simplifications. Table XVIII compares the simplifying assumptions used in Rosenthal’s 
3D equation and the numerical models. Given the differences between the models and 
Rosenthal’s 3D solution, the results in Table XVII agree reasonably well and the model results 
were taken to be valid. 
 
Table XVIII: Comparison Simplifying Assumptions between COMSOL Multiphysics Models and Rosenthal’s 
3D Equation 
 
 COMSOL Rosenthal’s 3D 
Heat Flow Condition Quasi Steady State Quasi Steady State 
Heat Source Gaussian Distribution Point Source 
Material Heat of Fusion 290 J/g Negligible 
Thermal Properties Functions of Temperature Constant 
Heat Losses From Workpiece Surface 
Radiation, Natural Convection, 
Evaporative Cooling None 
Convection in Weld Pool None None 
Workpiece Geometry See Figure 120 Semi-Infinite Plate 
 
 Dabber Deposition Mode Results 
The temperature gradient at the solid-liquid interface varied with time during 
solidification in the dabber deposition mode, which is shown in Figure 127, Figure 128, and 
Figure 129. The temperature gradient was higher on the left side of the pools in Figure 127, 
Figure 128, and Figure 129 because +y travel was used in the simulation and the material to the 




Figure 128. Temperature gradients in liquid for low-power dabber mode.  





Figure 129. Temperature gradients in liquid for mid-power dabber mode. 




Figure 130. Temperature gradients in liquid for high-power dabber mode. 
t=0 is the time of arc shutdown. Solidification was complete at 2.7s (not shown). 
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 Because temperature gradients at the solid-liquid interface varied with time in dabber 
mode, they were plotted versus time for two locations in the pool – the top rear and the bottom, 
as shown in Figure 130. The temperature gradient at the top front was not plotted because the 




Figure 131. Temperature gradient evaluation points in pool (solid) and subsequent overlapping dab 
(dashed). 
  
 The temperature gradient at the bottom of the pool for each process parameter set is 
plotted versus time in Figure 131. The low- and mid-power parameter sets produced similar 
temperature gradients at their bottom solid-liquid interfaces and the high-power parameter set 
produced considerably higher gradients at its bottom solid-liquid interface. Each data set had at 
least one inflection point, although the cause of the inflection point is not known. It is possible 
that because the 1700K isotherm was used to approximate the solid-liquid interface’s location, 
the proportions of solid and liquid present at the isotherm vary with time. The solid and liquid 
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thermal conductivities are different and changing the ratio of solid to liquid would change the 
thermal conductivity of their mixture and cause a corresponding change in the thermal gradient. 
  
 
Figure 132. Dabber mode temperature gradients at the bottom solid-liquid interface versus time after arc 
shutdown. 
  
 The temperature gradient at the top rear of the pool for each process parameter set is 
plotted versus time in Figure 132. Figure 132 shows trends similar to those in Figure 131, 
including inflections in each data set. However, the temperature gradients at the top rear solid-




Figure 133. Dabber mode temperature gradients at the top rear solid-liquid interface versus time after arc 
shutdown. 
  
 The solidification rate vector was assumed to be upward at the bottom and horizontal at 
the top rear. The solidification rates at the bottom and top rear solid-liquid interfaces were 
approximated by plotting their positions as functions of time, fitting trend lines, and taking the 
derivatives of the trend lines with respect to time. The solidification rates are plotted in Figure 
133 and Figure 134. Solidification was most rapid for the low-power parameter set and generally 
lowest with the high-power parameter set. Solidification was more rapid at the top rear solid-
liquid interface than at the bottom interface for the low- and mid-power parameter sets. 
Solidification rates at the bottom and top rear solid-liquid interfaces were similar to one another 













 The product of temperature gradient and solidification rate 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 was found for each 
process parameter set and is plotted in Figure 135 for the bottom solid-liquid interface and in 
Figure 136 for the top rear solid-liquid interface. 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 was typically higher at the top rear solid-
liquid interface than at the bottom solid liquid interface for each parameter set. The low-power 
parameter set produced the highest 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 and the high-power parameter set generally produced the 
lowest 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘. Consequently, the low-power parameter set should have produced the finest subgrain 
features and the high-power parameter set should have produced the coarsest subgrain features of 
the dabber parameter sets. 
  
 





Figure 137. GR at the top rear solid-liquid interface versus time after arc shutdown. 
  
 The quotient of temperature gradient and solidification rate 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 was also found for each 
parameter set at the bottom and top rear solid-liquid interfaces and is plotted in Figure 137 for 
the bottom solid-liquid interface and Figure 138 for the top rear solid-liquid interface. 
 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 was lowest for the low-power parameter set and highest for the high-power parameter 
set and decreased with time for all parameter sets. Although 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 is expected to influence the 
solidification structure morphology, no major differences in solidification morphology among 
the three process parameter sets were found with metallography, so no conclusions regarding the 
influence of 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 on the solidification morphology can be made. 
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 .  
 




Figure 139. G/R at the top rear solid-liquid interface versus time after arc shutdown. 
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 Summary of Solidification Conditions 
Because temperature gradients and solidification rates changed as solidification 
progressed in the dabber mode, the solidification microstructure size is expected to vary with 
position within each dab. However, 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 was generally higher in dabber mode than in continuous 
mode and the microstructures produced using dabber mode should generally be finer than those 
produced with continuous mode. 
The high-power dabber mode parameter set had the lowest 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 of the dabber parameter 
sets and its peak 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 was similar to the 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 with the high-power continuous mode parameters. 
The similarity between high-power dabber and high-power continuous 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 values suggests that 
the microstructure sizes should be similar, which generally agrees with the metallography results. 
The low-power dabber deposition parameter set had the highest 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 value of all the 
parameter sets tried and should have produced the finest subgrain features, which is consistent 
with metallography results. 
Although 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 varied among deposition modes and process parameter sets, the morphologies 
seen in the metallography results were similar for both deposition modes and all parameter sets. 
Consequently, no conclusions can be drawn regarding the effect of 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 on morphology with 308L 
stainless steel. However, other alloys may be more sensitive to changes in 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
. Similar future work 
with more sensitive alloys could produce results from which conclusions regarding the effect of 
𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
 could be drawn. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions 
6.1. Process Development 
Process parameter sets for dabber and continuous deposition modes were developed and 
specimens for characterization were deposited. Small diameter orifices and well-aimed torches 
were ineffective at melting the workpiece. Simulations and experimental observations suggest 
that low heat transfer efficiency and high power density were responsible for ineffective 
workpiece melting with small diameter orifices and well-aimed arcs. Using larger orifices and 
aiming the arcs to be slightly offset from one another promoted workpiece melting. 
Molten metal ejection was caused by excessive arc plasma pressure. The arc plasma 
pressure was reduced to an acceptable level by using a moderate diameter orifice, a low orifice 
gas flow rate, and short electrode setback. 
Continuous mode was sensitive to numerous process parameters including travel speed 
and wire feed speed. Because the useable travel speed was largely limited by atmospheric 
contamination when lack of shielding exposed high temperature material to the atmosphere, 
incorporating an environmental chamber purged with inert gas would likely expand the useable 
travel speed ranges. 
Dabber mode was more tolerant to changes in process parameters than continuous mode 
and less susceptible to atmospheric contamination. However, it used long pre- and post-gas 
times, which significantly limited its deposition rate. Incorporating an environmental chamber 
would eliminate the pre- and post-gas times, significantly increasing the deposition rate. 
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6.2. Material Characterization 
 Layer Thickness 
Layer thickness depended on travel direction with the continuous deposition mode and 
Hypothesis 1 was not proven true for continuous mode with PP3D’s current configuration. 
However, several changes that may reduce layer thickness directional sensitivity were suggested 
including using helium orifice gas, reducing torch inclination, and developing process parameter 
sets that deposit relative thin layers. 
Because there was no travel during actual deposition, layer thickness did not depend on 
travel direction in the dabber deposition, making Hypothesis 1 true for dabber mode. 
 Wall Width 
Continuous deposition mode produced total and effective wall widths ranging from 7.1-
8.0mm and 4.9-5.6mm, respectively. The effective to total wall width ratios ranged from 0.69-
0.77 for continuous mode. 
Dabber mode produced lower total wall widths (6.0-6.7mm) than continuous mode. 
Effective wall thickness was approximately equal with dabber mode (4.6-5.8mm) and continuous 
mode. Approximately equal effective wall width and lower total wall width with dabber mode 
generally yielded higher effective to total wall width ratios (0.77-0.87) than continuous mode. 
Higher effective to total wall width ratios suggest more efficient material use with dabber 
mode than with continuous mode. 
 Material Chemistry 
Comparing the wire’s composition to the deposits’ composition showed that some 
elements, such as chromium and manganese, were lost during deposition. Other elements, such 






 was reduced during deposition, chemical analysis performed does not 
suggest that Types A and AF solidification should occur, although metallographic results suggest 
that Types A and AF solidification occurred. 
 Metallography 
Both deposition modes and all of their process parameter sets produced typical austenitic 
weld metal microstructures that various ferrite morphologies in austenite matrices. FA 
solidification was most common, which was expected because of the alloy’s composition, but 
microstructures suggesting Types A and AF solidification were also present. 
Of the continuous deposition mode parameter sets, the high-power set produced the finest 
subgrain structures and the low-power set produced the coarsest. Travel speed, which is related 
to the solidification rate in the continuous deposition mode, likely influenced the microstructure 
size. 
Micrographs indicated that dabber mode successfully produced varying grain orientations 
that should have limited grain size, but macrographs showed that large grains persisted through 
multiple layers in material deposited with dabber mode. Consequently, Hypothesis 2 was not 
fully proven. 
6.3. Solidification Condition Models 
Simulations were constructed for both deposition modes and each of their process 
parameter sets. The temperature gradient at the solid-liquid interface 𝐺𝐺 and the solidification rate 
𝑘𝑘 was approximated for each process parameter set.  
The product 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 was calculated because it influences microstructure size. 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 values 
found using COMSOL model data agreed with the results seen in micrographs – parameter sets 
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 was also calculated because of its expected influence on solidification morphology. 
However, no clear correlation between 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
  and solidification morphology could be established 
because no significant differences in morphology were noted among the parameter sets. 
6.4. System Viability 
Although the posited hypotheses– elimination of directional sensitivity by multiple 
torches and central wire feed and microstructure refinement by dabber mode – were not fully 
proven in this work, PP3D showed potential with respect to achieving the goals of both 
hypotheses. 
Because sensitivity to travel direction was reduced compared to conventional single torch 
arrangements and the hypothesized grain refinement mechanism occurred to a limited extent, 










7. Recommendations for Future Work 
The present work developed PP3D, but did not fully investigate its potential. Suggestions 
for further investigations into PP3D’s capabilities are suggested below. 
 Travel Directions 
Specimens were deposited using only +y and –y travel. PP3D’s capabilities should be 
assessed with other travel directions including in the x-direction and in directions with both x- 
and y-components. Because Section 4.2.3.1.4 discussed possible effects of travel direction on the 
deposited material’s microstructure, the investigation should include metallographic analysis. 
 Additional Alloys 
Because material composition strongly influences phenomena during and after 
solidification, additional alloys should be deposited with PP3D to investigate the effect of dabber 
mode on their as-deposited microstructure. 
 Mechanical Testing 
Tensile testing should be conducted to measure tensile properties along determine if 
material deposited using the dabber deposition mode is less anisotropic than material deposited 
using the continuous mode.  
Microstructure has been shown to strongly affect fatigue life in additively manufactured 
materials [69]. Fatigue testing should be performed to assess the effect of deposition mode and 
process parameters on fatigue life. 
 Complex Geometry 
The linear walls built are much less complex than many real components. Although it 
would be impossible to determine if PP3D is suitable for depositing every possible geometry, 
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more complex shapes such as hollow cylinders, spheres, and overhangs should be attempted to 
further assess PP3D’s capabilities. 
 Dab Spacing and Layer Offsets 
Because only a single dab spacing and a single layer offset were used in the present work, 
the effect of dab spacing and layer offset on deposit geometry and microstructure should be 
investigated experimentally. Dab spacing’s effect on geometry was explored in Section 3.5.1.6, 
but the analysis invoked numerous simplifying assumptions and the real effect is unclear. 
Additionally, dab spacing and layer offset may affect the grain structure by influencing epitaxial 
and competitive growth. 
 PP3D System Modifications 
Although PP3D performed well under laboratory conditions in the present work, several 
process-related issues were observed. System modifications to address these issues are suggested 
below. 
7.1.6.1. Helium Orifice Gas 
Given the difficulties associated with excessive plasma pressure on the molten pool, 
methods of reducing plasma pressure exerted on the molten pool should be explored. 
Substituting helium for argon in the orifice gas could reduce plasma pressure by reducing the 
plasma density. According to Equation 33, plasma pressure is directly proportional to plasma 
density, which is directly proportional to molecular mass. Consequently, the arc pressure with 
helium orifice gas would be expected to be about 10% of the arc pressure with argon orifice gas.  
While helium would significantly reduce the plasma pressure on the molten pool, helium 
orifice gas increases the heat load on the copper constricting nozzle and reduces its service life. 
Increased heat loading on the nozzle with helium may be attributed to higher arc temperatures 
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[14], higher plasma thermal conductivity [20], or a combination of the two. Arc starting may also 
be more difficult because of helium’s higher ionization potential [14]. Consequently, it may be 
desirable to blend argon and helium to balance constricting nozzle life and arc characteristics 
with reduced arc force. 
7.1.6.2. Reduction of Torch Angle 
The arc plasma velocity’s horizontal component is thought to have caused several 
undesirable effects, including molten metal ejection, reduced heat transfer efficiency, reduced 
power density, and directional sensitivity in the continuous deposition mode. Consequently, 
orienting the torches more closely to normal to the workpiece is expected to improve several 
aspects of the process. Reducing the torch angle may require increasing the torch standoff, 
smaller diameter torches, or both. 
7.1.6.3. Improved Torch Mounting System 
Because torch aiming was found to strongly influence workpiece melting, care was taken 
to aim the torches as consistently as possible after removing and replacing the torches for 
consumable part changes. However, the torch mounting assembly’s design provided poor 
repeatability and torch aiming was time consuming and imprecise. An improved torch mounting 
system to improve torch aiming accuracy and repeatability would be a significant improvement 
to PP3D. 
7.1.6.4. Environmental Chamber 
Placing the PP3D system in an environmental chamber purged with inert gas could 
improve productivity by enabling faster travel speeds in continuous mode and eliminating the 
pre- and post-gas times in dabber mode. An environmental chamber would also enable PP3D to 
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deposit reactive metals such as titanium or zirconium alloys with minimal atmospheric 
contamination. 
7.1.6.5. Inoculation Method 
Inoculants have been used to refine weld microstructures by promoting heterogeneous 
nucleation at locations throughout the weld pool [37, 70, 71]. Similar techniques could be 
incorporated into PP3D to further refine as-deposited microstructures. Using inoculants in dabber 
mode may be particularly effective at producing equiaxed grains in the center regions of each 
dab because of the low 𝐺𝐺
𝑅𝑅
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